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Section I: Uses of the Nbdified Language Acquisition Program

Flow Charts and Procedures for using the Nb4ified Language Acquisition

Program with:

A. Attendant Supervised Retarded Trainer-Student Pairs

B. Direct Training of a Student or Student(s) by an Attendant,
Aide, Teacher, etc.
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FLOW CHART OF THE ;.ILAP FOR

ATTENDANT SUPERVISED Ri-;TARDED TRAINER-STUDEW 'AIRS

Student begins language
training program here.

1.

Reinforcer for student
is determined.

2.

Initial tests are given to
the student and scored;
parts to be trained are
determined.

3 a.
If a student passes at

least the initial test for
parts 1-A and 1-8 in the
attending phase, he may go

to the next step..

4.

3 b. .1/
If a student fai:s initial test in

the attending phase for either part
1-A (Sitting) or 1-1 (getting rid of
movements that inte'fere with train-
ing) or both, the a-:tendant trains the
student directly un:il the final tests
for these are nesse!.

Training cards for each
part to be trained are
arranged by the attendant
in a teaching order to fit
the student's initial test
results.

5.

With the student and the
materials present, the
trainer is sho,./n and taught
by the attendant how to
train the student on each
part of the program being
used with that student



10 a, to

Step 2.

10a.

If the student gets the
appropriate number correct
for that part in order to
pass, new parts may be added

to his training as outlined
in the part-by-part program
de.scrintion.

9.

When the student has learned
all the tasks in a part of
the program, the final test
for that part is given and
scored by the attendant.

10 h.-

If the stUdent misses enough
tasks on that part to fail ....

the final test, training
on that part is continued
as needed.

1

8.

As the training continues,
training cards for each part
being trained are adjusted as
needed (some added, removed,
or rearranged) by the atten-.
dant, This occurs when the
student learns or begins to
learn new tasks or fails
tasks once known.

7.

As training continues, the
student's progress is periodi-
cally noted by the attendant by:

a. observing his performance
and keeping track of
successes on each part
being trained,

b, giving intermediate tests
on the tasks being trained
to the student after.train-
in sessions.

6.

For the rest of the program, the
trainer trains the student under
attendant supgrvision; as the
trainer works, he is praised (&
later paid) for good work and is
shown and taught to correct mis-
takes as they occur and to try new
teaching methods with the student
as needed.
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The MLAP is heavily based on the 1970 revision of the Language Acquisi-

tion Program (LAP) initially developed at Ft. Custer State Home and Training

School by Louise Kent, Diane Klein, Arthur Falk, and Hartmut Guenther. Most

changes made in the LAP were for the purpose of adapting it to be used with

retarded trainers (generally in trainable range) and severely and profoundly

retarded students in an experimental situation. Specific changes occur in

the over-all organization of the program, the description of initial, inter-

mediate and final test procedure, and the addition of an object to the last

four phases ("spoon").

The Modified Language Acquisition Program (MLAP) may be used in two

ways:

1. Retarded trainers supervised by attendants familiar with MLAP
techniques may provide one to one training with students.

2. Attendants, aides, teachers, etc., may also use the MLAP to
directly train a single student or a group of students.

The first two-sections of the manual will describe these two ways to

implement the MAP. First a flow chart and procedural description will be

given to guide the use of the MLAP with attendant-supervised retarded train-
!

ers; next a second flow chart and description will follow to guide the atten-

dant, aide, or teacher in using the MLAP to train students directly. The

final section of the manual will cover a part-by-part description of the

MLAP: phase title, part title, test description, passing score, and train-

ing suggestions for that rart.
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A.1 Determine reinforcers for the child or person beinc trained

Reinforcers can be anything liked by a person and are usually food,

drinks, or activities with toys as well as praise and affection. These

are given to the child after he performs correctly or partially correct on

a task. By giving reinforcement at this time, the child is more apt to

improve a partially correct response (performance on a task) or to make

more correct responses in the future. Reinforcers for each child will gen-

erally one of four kinds:

1. enthusiastic praise from the trainer

2. smiles from the trainer
3. a pat or hug from the trainer

4. a material object or an activity that is especially

liked by the child and is determined as outlined beim-

The child may not like the first, second, and third kinds of reinforcers

at first, but he will learn to like them since each time a #4 reinforcer

(i.e., material or activity) is given, praise, smiles and tactual affection

will also be given. After a period of time, he will begin to associate the

first three kinds of reinforcers with the material or activity reinforcer

which he already likes.

To determine a material or activity reinforcer, the child is given sam-

ples of foods, drinks, and activities with toys or other objects and closely

watched as he tries each. First, begin with a variety of solid and semi-

solid foods in different containers on a tray. Give him a taste of each,

one at a time, allowing him to see the variety on the tray. Then place the

tray of foods in front of him and watch as he chooses and eats. Note unich

ones he takes most often or whether he refuses arly Then try the same proce-

dure with a variety of drinks and activities with toys. When trying the toys,

the child would be allowed to play with each for a few seconds and then given

all the toys to choose from. Toys such as music boxes wound only slightly,

string-pull talking toys, tops, surpise boxes, busy boxes, talking telephones,
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wind-up cars or any other action or noise toys that can be enjoyed when played

with for only a few seconds are the best ones to try.

It is possible that the child likes something in each of the three

categories; in this case, all the reinforcers can be used one at a time.

The reinforcers could be changed day by day or sooner, to keep the child's

interest high. Or, if the child is capable, a choic of these favorite things

may be offered each time he is reinforced. For example, a tray is pushed in

front of the child with two drinks, three kinds of food, and a favorite

music box on it. Such a child, capable of choosing his own reinfor,:ement,

may be put on a token system to make the reinforcing procedure faster (see

explanation below).

It is possible that the child likes too many items from each category

and it is difficult to decide which ones to use. In this case, place all

the favorite items in front of the child and make a new list of preferences

trying to eliminate the less favorite ones.

Finally, the child may not be interested in any of the items offered

in any of the categories. If this is the case, question the person that

best knows the child to determine items that are liked by the child on the

ward. These new items should be sampled by the child in the usual way and

may include activities with objects other than toys (blowing bubbles, a vibra-

tor placed in the hand, a squirt of mouthwash sprayed in the mouth, throwing

a ball into a box, etc.). Be dareful to choose activities that can be quickly

and easily given without upsetting the training sessions.

Finally, the child may like the first three kinds of social reinforcers

and not seem to like any of the material or activity reinforcers (number 4

type). In this situation, it is good to use only these three, given at the

same time, to reinforce the child.

A token sysbem, as mentioned previously, may be used in some cases.

1 2 .
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This means that instead of reinforcing every correct response made by the

child with food or toys and special reinforcement, the child is still given

the social reinforcement and also given a token (checker, penny, washer, poker

chip, etc.). These tokens are exchanged at the end-Of- the training session

for food, Arink, toys to keep, or an activity. At first, the tokens will not

be reinforcing - the child must learn to like the tokens and to know what

they can be exchanged for. Therefore, 5 to 20 minutes, depending on the

child, should be invested in token training; additional token training sessions

can be used if a child makes some progress in

yet seem stable in his understanding of token

below. First the trainer should determine an

the first session but does not

reinforcement as described

easy single response that the

child can already make or can make with a small amount of prompting; these

may include looking into the trainer's eyes, folding hands, or standing up

and sitting down on command or in imitation of trainer, or other simple

motor imitation tasks (ringing a bell, hitting the table, clapping, etc.).

Next, after deciding upon one or a couple of responses, the trainer either

waits for the response or commands it and then rewards the child with praise

and hands him a token as soon as the response has been made. Then immediately

the child is asked to return the token to the trainer's outstretched hand

with gestures and prompts as needed in exchange for some small amount of

food or drink that the child likes (also the short activities discussed above

may be used for the child who does not like food). This procedure of exchanging

one token (earned after the child makes the desired response) for a small

amount of food is repeated for a minute or so until the trainer feels the

child is beginning to understand the association between earning the token,

giving the token back to the trainer and receiving some primary reinforcer

in exchange. Next the trainer may gradually increase to about a 5 or 10

token accumulation before a trade-in is granted. As the child begins to

1 3



associate tokens with a food or material reinforcer then a small container

(metal 1-pound coffe can is ideal) may be introduced to hold the student's

tokens; this speeds up the trade-in process and adds an auditory signal to the

token reinforcement procedure as the token hits the can. It is important that

the student hand the tokens to the trainer at trade-in time, although the

trainer when reinforcing a response with a token should put the token directly

into the token can or container.

This token training procedure does not set a definite value per token

but rather allows the trainer to give tokens as often as desired and exchange

any amount for a small portion of food (one raisin, a sip of juice, etc.) or

an object (a marble, a picture, etc.) or an easily given activity (a few

seconds of a wind-up music box, a single pull on the pull-the-string talking

toys, etc,) For more advanced students it would be possible to assign values

'to the tokens so that the exchange for reinforcers is made according to the

number of tokens earned (such as three tokens for a cookie, etc.)

Tokens have many advantages over using food and other material reinfor-

cers during training - they are faster and can be given often, they can be

exchanged for a wide variety of reinforcers at different times during training

or only at the end of the training session, and the student will not become

tired or full of one reinforcer given repeatedly throughout the training

session. Finally, tokens may be exchanged for longer activities liked by the

student: ride in a wagon, walk outside, trip to visit someone for a few

minutes, etc.

A.2 Initial Testing

Initial tests are given to the student for each part in all seven phases

of the program. Tasks for the initial test of each part are listed in the

part-by-part description. Generally, each task is given two times (check

part-by-part description for specific directions) and all tasks for a part
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are given in a random order which the tester writes out on the test form before

beginning to test. The student's performance on each task is recorded after

the task is given. If the student gets all the tasks presented in a part

correct, training on that part need not be given. If the student misses

enough tasks not to pass the test (see part-by-part descriptioh) for a part,

then training must be givedby the trainer on those tasks in th'at part of the

program until the student is able to pass the final test for that part. The

only exception to this general procedure of using the retarded trainer, under

direction and supervision, to train the student on parts of the program failed

in the initial tests occurs in the first two parts of the attending phase:

sitting (1-A) and getting rid of movements that interfere with training (1-B).

These parts are more easily taught, in most cases, by an attendant prior to

being enrolled in the retarded trainer-child program.

The initial test for any part of the program is the same test as the

final test for that same part: both tests have the same tasks repeated the

same number of times and arranged in the same random order. The two different

labels; initial and final, are meant only to uescribe the times of testing

a student:

1. 'initial testing is done before training on a part.

2. final testing is done before passing a student on a part and
ending that particular training.

Whenever giving initial or final tests, the attendant should praise

the student (and, if on tokt --. reinforce with a token) for all his responses

to each test task. During testing praise all correct, partially correct and

incorrect responses but do not praise a student when he does not resoond at

all. However, when a student is being trained, the tiainer will not praise

incorrect responses or no responses but only correct and partially correct

responses. Testing a student should not include teaching that student during

the test.
1 5
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General T.-;tin, RulPs for Initial, Interredinte and rinal Testinz of Students

1. Wait for or get the student's attention before presenting the task.

2. Present tasks one time and then give the student a chance to respond.

3. Test the student: do not teach him how to do the task, but try to
see how much he can do without any help or hints.

4. Be sure to give the student enough time to respond before going to
the next test task.

5. Keep a record of how the student performs on the task:

+ correct
- incorrect

(+) partially correct
0 no response

6. Generally, for most parts on the language training program, each
task is given to the student two times on the initial, intermediate,
and final tests.

7. The order of all the tasks given to the student during testing on
the initial, final and intermediate tests, should be a mixed-up
or random order which is determined before beginning the test

(all items are listed in a mixed order, making sure, in most cases,
each task is tested two times, but not necessarily in a row.)

8. Unlike during training times, praise and tokens are given to
student during the test for all his responses, correct, incorrect,
partially correct, but not for a no response. Food, object, or
activity reinforcers may be given at the end of a test for each
part; during the first testing session(s) a student may be reinforced
with tangible reinforcers more often to evoke a htgher response
probability.

9. The complete MLAP, when given by a knowledgable tester to a student
who scores in most of the 7 phases, generally takes 1 to 11/2 hOurs

to give; the testing may be broken into shorter 30 minute sessions
if desired so as not to affect the results negatively.

10. Which tests should be given:

a. For experiment. -sPs or to determine a student's complete
baseline repertoiL.2 OL lanzuage skills as measured by the
MAP, each student is given the final tests on at least all
the following parts:

phase 1 - all parts: a-d

phase 2 - all parts: a-b

phase 3 - parts a-c; part d is tested only if there is one or
more correct responses on part 3-c.

phase 4 - parts a-d; part e is tested only if there is one or
more correct responses on part 4-a.
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phase 6 - parts a-d; part e is tested only if there is one

or more correct responses on part 6-,

When one or more correct responses occur in phases 4 and 6

the student is tested on the parts of phases 5 and 7 respectively

that correspond to the skills in the parts where successes

occurred in phases 4 and 6. For example, part 5-b (putting

objects on room parts) depends upon the skills in parts 4-a

(touching objects) and 4-b (pointing to room parts); therefore

if a student scores at least one correct response in parts

4-a and in part 4-b then 5-b must also be tested.

b. For less formal uses of the NLAP one may test a student until a

part is failed in phases 1 or 2 and then begin training. If

the first two phases are passed completely then the student

is eligible for training on a number of parts during training

sessions rather than merely one at a time. Therefore using the

less rigorous testing rules the student is tested in phase 3

until a training part is identified and also tested in receptive

skills until one or more training parts are identified.

To determine expressive training parts, the expressive portions

of the MAP which depend upon the corresponding receptive skills

should be tested if there is a receptive part passed. Therefore

regardless of test performance in the vocal imitative skills,

if a student passed part 4-c (pointing to body parts) then

the corresponding expressive part may be tested, part 6-c

(naming body parts).

A.3 Student Performance on the Attending Tests

a. The test for part 1-A: sitting requires that the student sit for

at least 30 seconds without any restraints or rewards for doing so.

The test for part 1-B: getting rid of movements that interfere with

traininc, requires that the student sit without repeated stereotyped

movements of the hands (hand waving, hand staring, etc.) feet

(repeated kicking, shuffling, etc.) or body (rocking). If both

these tests are passed, the student may move directly to Step 4

in flow chart A.

b. If the student fails one or both of these tests (1-A, 1:B) then the

attendant will directly train the student according to the procedure

in the part-by-part training description until he passes both tests.

It is easier for an attendant to train these two skills while it is

rather difficult for a retarded trainer. When a student can pass

both final tests, then he may be enrolled in the retarded trainer

program.

A.4 Teaching order of tasks on each part and arrangement of training

cards.

The student!.s performance on the initial tests is most helpful in deter-

mining the order for the trainer to teach the new tasks. The tasks the

student gets partially correct: (+), are usually more easily learned than those

he performs incorrectly: ; also, those tasks' he-Performs incorrectly tend to
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be easier to learn than those to which he makes no response at all: 0.

The tasks on each part that generally are easier according to the results of

the initial test', should be taught first by the trainer. If the student got

any tasks correct on a part, the trainer may be programmed by arranging the

training cards, to begin training with one or more of these tasks so as to

start each session with success.

The genral teaching order, from first or easiest, to last or most

difficult, based on the student's initial test results is as follows:

I. tasks performed correctly once and incorrectly once by the

student

2. tasks performed partially correct

3. tasks performed incorrectly but responded to by the student

4. tasks not responded to by the student

The trainer card files have 3 pictures of every task in each of the 27

parts in the program. This is because a student first learning a task will

benefit by having to perform part or all of the response to that task 2 or 3

times consecutively rather than only once at a time. The 3 pictures of the

same task would be placed in the.trainer's card holder, one right after the

other so that the student is asked to perform this task 3 times in a row

(e.g. in part 2a the tar, hitting the table with a toy hammer, would be presented

and responded to three times in a row by the trainer as he follows the three

cards which picture this task.) If more than 3 times on one task is needed

in a single session, the trainer can train all the tasks in a short series

and then repeat the whf::{..- series again.

As a student begins to successfully perform tasks in a part being trained,

the task cards may be mixed in the following ways to strengthen the student's

ability to respond correctly to the task:

a. When it is presented only once rather than 2 or 3 times in

succession.

b. When a task is presented in a random order with other tasks

in that part rather than in an easy-to-difficult arrangement.

1 8



The type of card holder for the trainer may be adjusted to fit the

trainer's ability to move his fingers and hands with control. In most Cases,

a "merry-go-round" recipe file can be used to hold the training cards (3x5)

in a fixed sequence (order from Roto Photo, Chicago, Il/., Model RF6-P.)

However, a pocket chart which displays all tasks to be trained in a vertical

order on a large flat piece of cardboard could be used to eliminate the fine

motor control needed by the trainer to turn each page in the recipe file

card holder.

A.5 Teaching the retarded trainer how to train a student

Initial training should begin with a demonstration by the attendant on

the student of the particular procedure to be trained as the trainer is

watching. This first demonstration should proceed slowly and should be geared

to the trainer's comprehension level. The attendant should continuously

check to see if the trainer is watching. The demonstration will be given and

verbally stated a simple way by the attendant in the following step-by-step

order:

a. look at the task card, verbalize the task and set up any
materials needed for that task

b. present the appropriate command for that task to the student

when he is attending

c. wait for a response, prompting only if needed

d. praise all correct and partially correct responses (regard-
less of whether you had to prompt or not) with words, smiles,
a pat, and either a token or food (depending on the student)

immediately after the response

e. turn over the task card just done to the next task card and
proceed back to step a.

Next, allow the trainer to imitate all the steps above as demonstrated.

Provide as much assistance as needed and praise any correct or partially

correct attempts by the trainer. Depending on the trainer's ability to

reproduce the teaching procedure. one of the following steps is taken by the

attendant next: 1 9
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a. Trainer makes no attempt to copy the demonstration or gives

a totally incorrect imitation on the student: The same

demonstration is repeated slower and in smallen steps: e.g.

look at training card, verbalize task, ready materials and then

let the trainer imitate procedure thus far.

b. Trainer makes a partially correct attempt to copy the demon-

strated training procedure on the student: The same entire

pccedure is repeated expecting and helping the trainer to

give a better imitation of the training on the student than

in his first attempt.

c. Trainer correctly copies most or all steps of the demonstrated-

training task: The task card is turned (step e) and the next

different task is demonstrated showing all the 5 steps (a

through e above mentioned) and allowing the trainer to imitate

again.

d. Trainer correctly copies the entire demonstration: The next

different task card is located and explained and/or shown

(either in isolation or on the student) but it might not be

necessary to repeat all steps of the demonstration, i.e.

presentation to student, prompting and reinforcement may be

omitted in the demonstration. However, the trainer should

be observed as he tries this second task with the student so

as to check his second performance to see if further explana-

tion is needed.

It is very important to provide much vocal assurance and praise to the

trainer as he works with the student in the initial training sessions. If

the student appears to be responding positively to the trainer, comments to

emphasize this seem to be very reassuring to the new trainer (e.g., "Look

how he is working and smiling for you": "I think he likes his new teacher!")

Careful prior matching of the student in areas of speech ability, aggres-

siveness, and physical limitations with the trainer will avoid many problems

later between the two. Also, when discipline of the student is needed, it

is important that the trainer give the discipline to the student with guidance

from the attendant as needed. This is to encourage independence of the

trainer in his ability to control the student from the beginning of their

contact together. Finally, trainers should be encouraged to physically

accompany their students to and from training sessions whether this means

holding their hands, pushing their wheelchairs or having the student push the

trainer's chair. Again, this encourages independence and trainer control

over the student. 20



A.6 General sunervision of trainer-student pairs during training sessions

A number of ways may be successfully used to supplement the further

instruction of the trainer and to maintain a high level of Correct teaching

behavior.

a. '!Veteran" trainers who have worked in a program before may be

used rather than attendants to demonstrate specific training

procedures.

b. Prior to each session, review demonstrations may be given by

the attendant on the student to remind trainers of the teaching

procedures and to reinforce and maintain the trainer's good

teaching techniques.

c. Demonstrations should be used each time a new task in an already

trained part of the program is initiated and when tasks in a

new part of the program are begun. Also, whenever it is neces-

sary to change the training procedure for a particular task

already worked on in prior sessions, new demonstrations are

necessary to change the trainer's teaching procedure with the

student (this may occur when one training technique does not

seem to be working with the student and another technique must

be tried.)

d. Training sessions may be interrupted with demonstrations or
vocal instruction whenever training errors occur so as to keep

the trainer's performance at a high level of correct responding.

e. The most important factor in maintaining a trainer's good teach-

ing performance is to provide vocal reinforcement throughout

the training sessions following his correct performances in

instructing the student (e.g. "That'?, great, I like the way you

said 'Good boy' and gave John a pat." "Good, you remembered

to say "Do this.'" "That was very good.")

f. Trainers should not continuously be prompted except during

initial times of new introducing training procedures. Unless

the attendant can fade out her assistance and vocal reminders,

the trainer will not be able to effectively train without the

attendant's continual presence.

Screens to visually separate attendants from trainers during sessions

are helpful in encouraging independence and fading out direct assistance as

the trainers become more skilled. These can be present from the first day

of training and used in increasing amounts.

A.7 a. Observation of the student's performance during the training sessions:

As the student is being trained, the supervising attendant should observe

his performance on those parts of the program being trained. If it appears
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that the student is responding correctly on the same tasks or on any of the

tasks in a in part, then that student should be tested by the attendant

as outlined in 7 b. This intermediate testing is done to keep the training

program at an instructional level for each student rather than merely review-

ing old tasks already known by the student. Intermediate testing is different

from initial and final testing only because a portion of a part in the MLAP

is tested rather than the whole part.

Before giving intermediate tests of particular tasks, the student should

be observed to be performing correctly on all or most presentations of those

tasks by the trainer:

1. without any prompting or assistance given by the trainer

2. and when that task (or those tasks) is given in a mixed up,
order with other tasks in that part of the program

'For example, if a student is able to show the trainer the ball and the

spoon repeatedly without any assistance by the trainer (pointing to correct

object, moving student's hand to object, etc.) when being trained in part 4 a,

"Understanding Single Words that Label," and that student continues to make

the correct choice even when the commands to show the trainer the ball and the

spoon are given in a mixed-up order with the commands to show the trainer

the other six objects, then it would be time to test the student on these

two objects.

Observations of the student as he is being trained may be made more

accurate when a written record of his performance is kept. Each performance

would be scored +, partially correct (+), incorrect -, or no response 0 or

NR. Also, one should note whether the correct response of the student's

was correct with or without prompting by the trainer. For example, if the

student touches the asked for object after the trainer lifted his hand and

placed it on that object, then this would be recorded as a correct response

with help or prompting (see written record below of this example.)
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A.7 b. Intermediate Tests

These may be given to the student before or after training sessions

at any time during the training of a particular part. The intermediate

tests are used to recheck the student's performance on tasks correctly per-

formed during the initial test or on tasks learned during training by the

trainer. Each of these tasks is presented two times in a mixed-up or random

order. It is helpful to write out the mixed order on the test form before

beginning to test. If the student gets 90%. correct, the tasks tested need

not be worked on during training sessions again (unless one or more of these

are to be used to begin each session so as to give success to the child

initially). The 90% correct is determined by dividing this number by the

total number of tasks given on the test; the answer is then multiplied by
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100 to give a percent number.

total number of correct responses.
X 100 = % correct

total number of tasks given on test

Examples: 10 correct = 1 X 100 = 100%
10 total tasks

5 correct = .5 X 100 = 507
10 total tasks

If the student does not get 90% correct (as in last example) on the

intermediate test, any failed task must be reprogrammed, using the training

cards, to be taught again by the trainer. Old tasks, such as these, are

retaught before introducing new tasks. These tests should be given to the

student at least every week (if training sessions are held daily) so as to

keep introducing new tasks as old tasks are learned.

The intermediate testing, unlike the. initial and final testing does not

require that all the tasks in a part be tested. Therefore, if a student

who has been getting some training in the motor imitation phase: with objects

(part 2a), seems to be imitating the trainer most of the time on the tasks:

hitting the xylaphone and hammering the table, then the attendant may just

test these two tasks rather than all the tasks in that part. Both tasks

would then be listed in a mixed-up order on the test form and, with the

student and equipment ready, the attendant would test the student. If the

student gets 907. correct, his trainer could stop working on these particular

tasks during training sessions. (In order to get 907. correct on this 4 item

test in the example, two tasks-given each twice--the student must get all

the tasks correct; only when the length of the intermediate test reaches

roughly 8 or more, can the student still be passed on a test where one error

has been made.)

In the example, under 7a, since Bill appears to be getting the "spoon"
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and "ball" tasks in part 4A correct without prompting from the trainer, then

the attendant also may want to give an intermediate test on just these two

tasks. She would construct the test in the same manner as an,inItial or

final test:

a. list test asks ("spoon", "ball") two times for each task

b. in a random order

c. on a test sheet prior to testing student

A.8 Re-arrangement ef trnining cards following changes in student's
performance as a result of training

As in step 4 of the flow chart procedure, the intermediate testing

results and the observations during training help the attendant make decis-

ions on adjusting the training cards for the trainer so that:for a part being

trained, the following adjustments might need to be made: learned tasks are

omitted, (or programmed only occasionally for review), new tasks are added,

partially known tasks are put in a mixed order, etc. Generally the same

suggestions given to arrange cards following initial testing are again used

to arrange cards at an intermediate time during training a particular part:

therefore, refer to step 4 on page 10.

A.9 Final testing

Final testing on a part of the program being trained should be done

when intermediate testing and observations by the attendant seem to indicate

that the student is able to correctly perform all tasks in a part without

prompts and in a mixed or random order with all other tasks in that part.

The final test for a part is given as described in the part-by-part descrip-

tion and according to the General Testing Rules on page 7. The test is

scored by adding all correct responses. This total score is compared with

the criterion number of correct responses needed to pass that particular

part (see part-by-part description).
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A.10 a. Student nasses final test for a part

If a student gets the appropriate number of correct responses (criterion

score) on the final test in order to pass that part, training on,that part

may be discontinued and other training on new parts may be added to the

student's program. (Go back to step 2 in,the flow chart procedure) Only

on a few tests does the student need to have a perfect final test score;

therefore, the part-by-part description must be checked in order to determine

if his performance on the part tested is good enough to be criterion pass-

ing performance.

A.10 b. Student fails the final test for a part

If a student misses enough tasks on the final test for a part as indica-

ted in the part-by-part description, then training on the failed items in

that test (those scored as partially correct, incorrect,and as a no response)

is continued by the trainer. The attendant should re-arrange training cards

appropriately and adjust the training procedure if needed (go back to step

6'in the flow chart procedure.)
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B. FLOW CHART OF THE MLAP FOR DIRECT
TRAINING OF A STUDENT OR STUDENTS
BY AN ATTENDANT (AIDE, TEACHER, ETC.)

Student begins language
training program here.

1.

Reinforcer for student
is determined.

2.

Initial tests are given to
the student and scored;
parts to be trained are
determined.

3.

Attendant trains the stu-
dent at appropriate
level(s) according to the
training procedures out-
lined in the manual.

4.

10a to st

During training, the student's pro-
gress is periodically noted by the
attendant by:
a. observing his performance and

keeping track of successes on
each part being trained

b. giving intermediate tests on
the tasks being trained after
training sessions to the
student

.p 2
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7b to step 3

7a.

If the student gets the
appropriate number correct
for that part in order to
pass, new parts may be added
to his training as outlined
in the part-by-part program
description.

7b.

If the student misses enough
tasks on that part to fail
the final test, training
on that part is continued
es needed.

6.

When the student has learned
all the tasks in a part of
the program, the final test
for that part is given and
scored by the attendant.

5.

As the training continues the attendant
adjusts the order and number of taSks
in a part being trained according to
the student's progress measured or ob-
served at step 4; this is done so train-
ing can cover all tasks in the part
.being trained (beginning with the
easiest and progressing to the more
difficult.)
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B.1 Determining reinforcers for the child or person bein^ trained:

refer to A.1 page 4.

B.2 Initial Testing: refer to A.2 page 7.

B.3 Attendant Trains Student

An attendant (aide, teacher, etc.) may train a student or a group of

students without the use of a retarded trainer. The student's initial test

is scored to determine beginning training levels. It is not necessary to use

trainer cards to identify training tasks and task order. Instead, the

attendant would carefully read over the descriptions of the parts to be trained

(See Section II) and select the appropriate training materials. If the pro-

cedures are unfamiliar to the attendant, she might want to practice them first

with the student to be trained (or another student first at the same language

level or higher). During the initial training sessions, the level of prompting

needed should be 'determined - how much and what kinds of assistance does the

student need to make the correct response? Also, task order should be determined

according to the initial test results and the suggestions in Section I. A.4.

Next, formal training sessions may begin. These can range from 20 to 40

minutes depending on the student's level of attention; often two or three

sessions may be done in one day, each separated by a few hours.

It is best to train in an area where few interruptions will occur. However,

training should be done as close to the student's daily environment as possible

(ward, classroom, etc.); this is for two reasons: to make it more likely that

the learned responses will generalize to daily non-training situations and with

most attendant/student ratios being low, it may save time to train close to

the classroom and thereby allow more training to be done. Therefore, a quiet

area in or near the classroom or ward, perhaps blocked off by screens, would

be best.
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NOTE: Other important ways to get the student to use his pre-language

and language skills ac times other than during-training sessions and with

other people include the follcwing:

1. Planned reinforcement at non-training times of those.responses that

have been learned in the training situation (for example, rewarding

a child who reliably names an activity during training sessions,

part 6.D, for naming that same activity during a play period outside).

2. When a student appears to have learned a particular skill, training

sessions could be moved from outside the classroom to in the

classroom, or the partitions in the classroom could be removed.

3. When a student appears to have learned a particular skill, another

attendant could continue training the student on that skill.

4. As a particular skill relaibly occurs in training sessions, training

materials are varied so the student learns to respond to a variety

of objects rather than only to a single object (for example, a ball

is still called a "ball" whether it is blue or red or is large of

small).

When using the above suggestions the trainer must remember that the task,

although known by the student in a training situation, may need to be re-

learned when commanded in a new situation (new place, materials or trainer).

Therefore, once a student is requested.to demonstrate a learned skill in a new

situation, the command or question should be phrased in the.same way as during

training sessions (for example, in part 4a. continue to use the command

"Show me the .") Also the student may need prompting or more assistance

to make the same response in the new situation - do not hesitate to provide

this assistance and reinforcement for partially correct attempts by the student;

later this assistance will be faded out.
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B.4 Observation ef the student's performance during the training

sessions: refer to A.7.a. and b. on pages 14 through 16.

B.5 Adjustin2 training order and procedures on an MLAP part to

fit the student's pro2ress:

The student's performance on the intermediate tests and during ob-

servations on the initial tests is most helpful in determining the order for

the trainer to teach the new tasks. The tasks the student gets partially

correct: (+), are usually more easily learned than those he performs in-

correctly: - ; also, those tasks he performs incorrectly tend to be easier to

learn than those to which he makes no response at all: O. The tasks on each

part that are generally easier to learn, according to the results of the

initial test, should be taught first by the trainer. If the student got any

tasks correct on a part, the trainer may begin training with one or more of

these tasks so as to start each session with success.

The general teaching order, from first or easiest to last or most dif-

ficult, based on the student's initial test results is as follows:

1. tasks performed correctly once and incorrectly once by the student

2. tasks performed partially correct

3. tasks performed incorrectly but responded to by the student

4. tasks not responded to by the student

B.6 Final Testing: refer to A.9 on page 18.

B.7.a If a student passes the final test for a part: refer to A.10.a on

page 19.

B.7.b If a student fails the final test for a part: refer to A.10.b on

page 19.
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C. Concral stltions for handlint; mi!,behlvion; by ::tudents during

training ::ions:

Three main techniques are used to decrease any misbehaviors occuring

during training ses:;ions. These techniques may be taught to a retarded trainer

and used by that trainer with his student upon the ocourance of misbehavior

or they may be used by the attendant, aide, or teacher who is training stu-

dents directly.

Method I: Ic,nore misbehavior and braise or reward other behaviors that are
incompatible with the misbehavior

This technique will be used most frequently and is applied when the

misbehavior is rather minor, occurs infrequently, and does not seriously

interfere with training. Examples of these behaviors are: a) inattention to

task, b) leaving chair, c) throwing training materials, d) yelling out,

e) whispering response rather than saying it in an audible voice (if the

student normally talks in an audible voice). When such a misbehavior occurs,

the following procedure is followed by the trainer:

1. the misbehavior is ignored (no tokens, verbal comment, smiles,

touches, etc. are given to the student immediately following the

misbehavior)

2. a command for appropriate behavior is given and if necessary, the

student is prompted to complete the appropriate behavior so he can

be immediately rewarded (therefore, the above examples of misbehavior

are ignored and the following commands might be given: a) "Look at

me, b) "Sit down," c), d), e), to ready the next language training task

give command for student to perform. Examples of prompts or assistance

that may have to be given by the trainer to the student if he does

not complete the commanded behavior on his own might be: a) turn
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student's head, b) gently direct student to chair and if necessary

sit him down, c), d), and e) assist student in initating performance

on the language training task commanded). NOTE: If an appropriate

behavior occurs following the inappropriate behavior (student re-

turns to chair on his own) then language training is continued and

the student is generally not praised for his undoing of the mis-

behavior since the pattern of "misbehavior-undoing-of-misbehavior"

may increase; rather he is rewarded for his efforts on the language

training command given by the trainer.

If the trainer is able to consistently ignore the inappropriate

behaviors and reinforce the behaviors that are the opposite or are

incompatible with the misbehaviors then the misbehavior will de-

crease greatly over time.

Method II: Iplore the misbehavior by zivinc the student a time-out from

your verbal and 1:isua1 attention for a short period immediately
following, the misbehavior coupled with praise or rewards given for

other behaviors that are incompatible with the Misbehavior

This technique may be used when the misbehavior does not decrease after

repeatedly and consistently trying method #1. Also_this method may be used

to decrease more serious behaviors that cannot be ignored without further

problems: hurting others, destruction of materials.

At the time the misbehavior occurs, the following general procedure is

taken by the trainer:

1. A firm "No," is spoken to the student immediately following the

misbehavior (nothing else is said)

2. The student is immediately put into a time-out situation or placed there

with as little attention given as possible
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a. n mild time-out consists of the trainer quickly removing materials

from the immediate view and reach of the student (this may be

omitted if student cannot or does not tend to grab materialc or

enjoy locking at them) and by turning his head away from the

student ending all eye contact and verbal interaction for from

30 seconds to two minutes or as soon as the misbehavior stops

following the time out limit (see "length of time-out" below)

b. Another mild form of time-out consists of the trainer leaving the

student alone at the training table or in the training room

immediately following the misbehavior for from 30 seconds to

two minutes or as soon as the misbehavior stops following the

time-out time limit (see "length of time-out" below). This

procedure as well as a) is easily applied but should not be used

with students who will entertain themselves with materials or

destroy materials in the room when without supervision of the

trainer. However, if it is possible to remove materials in a few

seconds as trainer is leaving room then this procedure could be

used with such students.

c. Time-out also includes removal of the student from the training

situation immediately following the occurance of a misbehavior.

An example of this would include leading the student quickly to a

chair placed in the corner of the trainer room facing the wall;

this procedure can be used with students who will sit for short

periods of time in a chair without any reminders. However, if

the student leaves the chair before the time limit (from 30 seconds

to 5 minutes) then the trainer should direct him back to the

chair without any attention, eye contact or words.
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d. The most intensive form of time-out is used only when other

methods do not work to decrease the misbehavior or when the

student will not vemain in the other suggested time-out

situations. This consists of removing the student to a bare room

immediately following the misbehavior without giving him any

attention in the process. He would remain-there only for the

time-out limit or for as soon as the misbehavior stops following

the time-out time limit. The time out room may be a well-ventilated

and lighted closet or small room; in addition to these places,

a chair with a restraint to hold the student in the chair can be

used if no such room is available. Especially when this level of

time-out is used, the trainer should use a cooking timer or a

watch with a second hand so that the length of time is not extended

beyond the limit. Also, it is a good idea to keep a count of the

number of times the misbehavior occured prior to using time-out

(baseline count) and during time-out procedure (treatment count)

so that the trainer can compare the two and determine whether the

misbehavior is decreasing or not.

3. As soon as time-out time limit has ended or as soon as the misbehavior

has stopped following the end of the time limit, the student is returned

to the training situation (a & b: trainer replaces materials and

faces student; c & d: trainer signals or brings student back to the

training situation). The trainer then presents a training task and

rewards and praises any attempts of appropriate behavior by the student;

prompts are given if needed so that the student may be praised for

appropriate behavior. It is important to praise any and all appropriate
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behaviors following a time-out so as to increase the likelihood that

the appropfiatc behaviors will occur more often and the misbehaviors

will not re-occur as an effort by the student to get attention.

4. If the misbehavior re-occurs, no, matter how soon following the last

time-out, the exact same time-out procedure is repeated again, followed

next by step 3. Often a misbehavior may increase when a trainer first

applies a treatment such as time-out since the student appears to be

"testing" the new rules a trainer is applying; consistency is, there-

fore, important so the student can learn which behavior is being

timed-out, only then will that behavior decrease.

Determining the lenr,th of time for time-out:

This may range from 30 seconds to 5 minutes or so and depends on the

student and his misbehavior; additional time spent in a time-out situation

beyond the time limit is given only when a student is engaging in a disruptive

behavior (yelling, banging on table, etc.) at the end of the time limit. In

this case, the trainer must be alert to the instant that the misbehavior ends

whereupon the time-out is ended and training resumes. Generally in selecting

a time-out time limit, start with a shorter period of time and lengthen up to

five minutes only if the misbehavior does not decrease (when tried repeatedly

and consistently with all other rules of using time-outs in effect). Timers

or watches with second hands will allow consistency.

Determining type of time-out:

Again, try a milder form of time-out first and use additional types only

when the misbehavior does not decrease. When using form d) (restraint or closed

room) records should be kept as described in d).
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Method III: Traininz session is ended; student returned to ward or

classroom

This procedure is used only when the misbehavior is unable'to be con-

trolled with Method I or II; neither method works before end of training

session; student is sick, etc. When this method must be used, it is impor-

tant to hold another session as soon as possible where the student is allowed

to have success so as not to let the student associate language training

sessions with failure, frustration and misbehavior.

Alternatives to the three methods:

At times a misbehavior is most effectively decreased and appropriate

behaviors are increased to replace the misbehaviors when the training centers

only on this goal and all other language training is omitted. Training in

Phase I: attending is an example of this where sitting in seat, sitting without

incompatible motor responses, etc. are trained. The trainer may wish to make

up other similar programs to train the desirable behaviors of hands in lap

or on table to replace the undesirable misbehavior of throwing toys or grabbing,

etc. This direct training to increase appropriate behaviors is an alternative

to the methods described above.

Additional misbehaviors may be decreased by adjusting aspects of the

training situation such as the following:

1. making the tasks easier to allow more reinforcement for the student

2. reinforcing more often (every success rather than every third success);

also includes exchanging student's tokens more often

3. decreasing outside distractions that result in misbehavior by student

4. allowing student to .be physically comfortable (trips to bathroom,

chair correct height, etc.)
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Suggestions for direct training in the MLA? of small eroups of

students by attendants (aides or teachers)

Training in the M.I.AP may be more efficient or only possible for some if it

is done in small groups of 2 to 5 or 6. This training is not recommended for

use by retarded trainers unless the trainer appears very capable and can perform

without training cards. The effectiveness of group training may be questioned

over individual training even when the length of time spent per individual is

the sam,.. Therefore, the following suggestions are offered as a means of making

group training as effective as possible.

1. Train in groups only when students have apssed all of Phase I: attending.

2. Try to group students by training part so all receive the same type.

of training (i.e. all train on part 2.a. imitation with objects or on

part 4.d. performing activities). This practice will prevent having to

change materials too often and each student may benefit more by

observing the other students perform.

3. Keep the group as small as possible (under 4 is best).

4. Position students at a training table so each is easily viewed and can

be reached if physical prompting is needed.

trainer

5. Keep task presentations to each student as fast paced as possible so

a student will not have to wait longer than one minute for a turn.

6. When a student needs prompting to respond on a task, try to repeat

that same task with him again before going on to another student. As

in individual training, do not switch to new tasks but try to repeat

the same single task or two with the same student to allow learning to

occur on that task.
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7. Tokens work well in holding the attention of students beir%.; trained

in a group. Each student would be individually token trained prior to

training in a group and each woUld have their awn token can. Token

trade-ins generally would be done for all students at the same time.

8. The trainer does not need to train in a set task presentation order

with equal task presentations for each student, but may work with the

student who is attending and "jump" around the group on turns to keep

the attending level higher.

9. If the other students appear to enjoy training, when misbehaviors

occur by one student, his turn may simply be skipped (ignoring method

to control misbehavior) and given immediately upon the stopping of that

misbehavior; if this method.does not work to decrease the misbehavior,

then the student can be timed-out by pushing his chair back from the

table. This form of time-out as well as ignoring often works well in

a group situation as it allows the misbehaving student to still view

a desirable situation in which he is not able to participate until the

time-out is over.

NOTE: Although praise and tokens may be given continuously during training,

tangible reinforcement such as food or a token trade-in should be given

intermittently after a student has made some progress in learning,'a new

response. This is done to speed up training and to strengthen the new

response so it will occur even without continual reinforcement. To

program intermittent reinforcement for the retarded trainer, small red

squares (k") may be slipped into the plastic pages of the trainer's rotary

picture file to indicate.when tangible reinforcement or token trade-in

should be given to the student. However, the retarded trainer must be

taught that praise and tokens,are still given for every correct response

and that tangible reinforcement is given:

1. only for a correct r'esponse

2. on these tasks that are so marked



SECTION II

Part-by-Part Description of

Training and Testing Procedures

in the Modified Language Acquisition Program*

*Some of the training procedures have been adapted directly
from Kent, L., Klein, D., Falk, A. and Guenther, H., "A
Language Acquisition Program for the Retarded". In

McLean, J.E., Yoder, D.E,, & Schiefelbusch, R.L., (Eds.).
Language Intervention with the Retarded: develoninc,

strategics, Baltimore, Maryland, University Park Press, 1972.
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Student Placement in MLAP Based Upon Initial or Final Test Results:

Direction of Training Prior to and Upon Completion of
the Required Number of Correct Responses for Each Part

Part

.1. Attending *a. sitting

*b. getting rid of
motor behaviors
that interfere
with training

c. looking at ob-
jects on
gesture and
command

d. looking at
trainer before
each command

2. Motor
Imitation a. with objects

3. Vocal
Imitation

b. with body parts

a. gross vocal
imitation:
copying the
trainer's
sound by making
any sound

b. vowel imitation

c. word imitation

Program part(s)
needed before
training this part

None

la

la and lb

lc

ld

ld and generally
2a

2a, 2b

3a

3b or some words
imitated during
initial testing

d. phrase imita- 3c

tion

*Trained directly by attendant if retarded trainer is used

43

Program part(s) to be
trained upon completior
of this

la or lb (if no inter-
fering behavior existi)

lc

ld

2a,

2b,

3a, 4a, 4b, 4c, 4d

3b (if the child can
imitate words, go to 3c

3c

3d, 6a, 6b, 6c, 6d, (if
4a, 4b, 4c, 4d, respect
ively are completed)

no completion of
training



37

Prograt part(s)
needed before

Program part(s) to be
trained upon completiol

Phase Part training this part of this part

4. Basic
Receptive

a. touching
objects

2b 4e, 5a, 6a

Phase:
Understand- b. pointing to 2b 5b (if 4a is completed:

ing Words room parts 6b

Words that
Label C. pointing to

body parts
2b 5c, 6c

d. performing
activities

2b 6d

e. finding ob-
jects (not
visible)

4a 5d (if 5a is completed;
6e

5. Receptive
Expansion

a. Giving trainer
two objects

4a 5d (if 4e is completed;

Phase:
Understand- b. putting objects 4a & 4b 7b (if 6a & 6b are

ing Two on room parts completed)

Words that
Label C. touching body 4c plus "baby" 7c (if 6b & "baby" fron

parts: posses-
sion - student'
and baby's

... from 4a 6a are completed)

d. finding two
objects (not
visible)

4e & 5a 7e if 6a is completed)

6. Basic Ex-
pressive

a. naming objects 4a, 3c 6e, 7a

Phase: Using
Single

b. naming room
parts

4b, 3c 7b

Words to
Label c. naming body

parts
4c, 3c 7c

d. naming activi-
ties

4d, 3c 7d

e. naming con-
cealed objects

6a 7e (if 7a is completed)

4 4



Program part(s) Program part(s) to be
needed before trained upon

Phase Part training this part completio of t:lis oar

7. Expressive a. asking for 6a 7e (if 6e is completed
Expansion objects
Phase: Using
Combinations b. telling where 6b none
cf Words to an object is
Label, to Ask,
to Tell Whose c. telling whose "baby" from none
and Where body part is 6a & 6c

pointed to

d. telling trainer 6d

to perform an
activity

none

e. naming missing 6a & 7a none
objects



1. Attendina Phale

In order for learning to take place, a student must be able to pay

attention to a trainer. The attending phase is designed to assess and train

the student's listening and looking abilities: sitting in a chair, not

engaging in movements that interfere with training, looking at objects on

the trainer's command and gesture, and looking at the trainer before each

command is given.

la. Sitting:

Test: The attendant brings the student towards a chair and seats him

using the command "Sit" and pointing to the chair. The student may be

praised for sitting but no further praise or prompts and no restraints can

be used for the 30-second test. The attendant sits in a chair and faces the

student in a knee-to-knee position. A watch with a second hand should be

used to record how long the student remains in the chair without getting up.

If the student remains seated for at least 30 continuous seconds, he receives

a passing score of 30 points. 'Any score less than this number of seconds of

continuous sitting is not a passing score; if a person receives a less than

30 score, the attendant should use the training suggestions below until the

person is able to sit for 30 continuous seconds.

Training: The attendant places the student in the chair saying, "Sit

down," and immediately praises and reinforces him with a small amount of

favorite food. The trainer proceeds to increase the student's sitting time

by waiting longer to give reinforcers each time; thereby reinforcing him

for successively longer periods of sitting. (Initially, it may be necessary

to physically restrain the student in the chair by holding him there, never

4 6
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by Lying.) The shaping procedure is continued until the student sits

for 30 seconds without physical restraint or prompting before being

reinforced. If during any one training trial he leaves his seat, the

trainer commands him to sit down, reseats him, and if necessary, re-

inforces him at the shorter sitting time used on the previous training

trial before he left his seat. If the student continues to leave his seat

as the attendant tries to lengthen the sitting requirement for reinforce-

ment, then the training should proceed at a slower rate. For example,

if the student sat for 10 seconds during the initial testing, then he

must do this again when seated in order to receive praise and food. If

he continues to do this 3 or 4 times in a row, then the sitting time

requirement should be increased by a few seconds (12 seconds or so).

Generally, this is a gradual process but the speed of training depends

on the student's success at sitting for the increasing periods of time.

lb. Getting rid of movements that interfere with training:
(Elimination of incompatible motor resoonses)

Test: Occasionally a student will exhibit movement patterns which do

not allow one to sit still, such as rocking, shuffling or kicking feet,

or stereotyped movements of hands and arms. If the trainer observes such

incompatible behaviors, the following training procedures are offered.

If a particular procedure appears to be ineffective, the trainer should

not hesitate to discontinue its use and to try a different one. The

test is the same as for the sitting part (1a) except the student is

expected to sit without those incompatible movements for 30 seconds to

receive a correct response and passing score. Scores less than 30 seconds

are not passing and those persons need to be trained directly by an

attendant.

4
7
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Training: Rocking is a frequent stereotyped motor behavior among

retarded persons. The following procedure has been helpful in eliminating

it in the training sessions. The trainer sits facing the child, knee to

knee; physically restrains the child from rocking; and says, "Stop."

The trainer reinforces the child immediately while movement is stopped.

The trainer gradually withdraws physical restraint and lengthens the time

interval required prior to giving a reinforcer.

Incompatible hand movements (waving, staring at hand, etc.) are those

which compete with the trainer and the learning situation for the student's

attention. Again, the trainer sits facing the student knee to knee. The

trainer places the student's hands in the student's lap and immediately

reinforces him. In this particular situation, the trainer should place the

edible reinforcers directly into the student's mouth rather than in his

hand. The trainer gradually lengthens the time required until he sits with

his hands in his lap for 30 seconds. Incompatible foot/feet movements are

dealt with in essentially the same manner as that described for hands.

In some cases, demonstration of the appropriate sitting still behavior

by the trainer is helpful; however, this type of prompt cannot be expected

to be effective unless the student can imitate motor movements. In sore

cases, it has been possible to eliminate an undesirable behavior by simply

ignoring the student while he engages in the inappropriate behavior.

lc. Looking at ob'ects on command and gesture:

Test: The attendant places five objects in a row on the table in front

of the student. Pointing to an object, the examiner says, "Look at this,"

and notes carefully whether the student looks as directed following the

command. As discussed in the general testing rules, no commands should be

given until the student shows some attending (face is in direction of

4 8
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attendant, hands and feet are still, etc.) The student gets a correct

response for every time he looks as commanded. Each correct response is

worth one point; five points, or 100% correct performance, is required in

order to pass this part. If a student does not pass this test, he needs

training until he does. (Training may be given by a retarded trainer using

picture cards to guide his training procedure.)

Training: The trainer places an object on the table and points to it

saying, "Look at this." If the student looks at the object, he is reinforced.

If he does not respond or responds incorrectly, the trainer may use a

physical prompt such as turning the student's head toward the object or

moving the object close to the student's face. If prompts are not effective,

it may be necessary for the trainer to use small boxes containing edibles

rather than the objects. The trainer moves a small box containing a few

edibles cloie to the student's face and says, "Look." The trainer may tip

the box slightly toward him at first. If he looks into the box, the trainer

immediately reinforces him with an edible from the box. The trainer then

places the box on the table and points to it saying, "Look." If he does

not respond or responds incorrectly, the trainer may use the prompting

procedures. Once the student looks at one box on the table, the trainer

introduces a second and third box spaced about the table and teaches him to

look at them. This procedure is continued until he looks at each box

correctly two times. The trainer then begins to substitute objects for the

boxes of edibles. The objects are introduced one at a time until all three

boxes have been replaced with objects. The trainer then proceeds to introduce

a fourth and finally a fifth object.
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ld. Lookinc, at the trniner before each command is ,eiven
(Pre-trial eve contact):

Test: The attendant again places five objects on the table and directs

the student to look at each by pointing and saying, "Look at this." The

attendant does not merely record whether the student looks at the object as

in part lc but the attendant must also note whether he looks up at the

attendant prior to each "Look at this," command. Therefore, the attendant

should wait about 5 or 10 seconds to give the student a chance to look before

the command is given; if the student does not look, then the command is

given anyway and this procedure is repeated five times. A correct response

requires that the student first look at the attendant before the command is

given and then look as directed at the object. If the child only does one of

these two things, then he is scored with a partially correct response. Only

correct responses are totalled and a passing score is five correct responses

out of five trials,-100%. Training is needed if the child's perfdimance

is less than this.

Training: The trainer places two to five objects on the table. Prior

to each trial, the trainer says, "Look at me," or calls the student's name.

If the student looks at the trainer, the trainer then says, "Look at that,"

pointing to one of the objects. If he looks at the object, he is immediately

reinforced. In a sense, the trainer uses the presentation of a "Look at

this" trial as a reinforcer for pre-trial .eye contact. When the student

looks at the trainer on command prior to looking at the object in three

consecutive trials, the trainer then begins to delay the command, "Look

at me" for a few seconds, waiting for the student to look at the trainer

without the command. This procedure is continued until the student looks

at the trainer without a command prior to the presentation of each "Look at

this" trial for five consecutive trials.
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Although it may be a function of institutionalization, it has proven

to be extremely difficult to train most children worked with to respond to

"Look at me." Although the above procedure may appear to be unnecessarily

complex, it has been more effective than teaching the two responses sepa-

rately. In some instances, it is helpful to call the student's name prior

to saying, "Look at me."

2. Motor Imitation Phase

If a student can imitate movements, the trainer can use this skill as

a teaching tool in later portions of the program. For example, to get a

student, with imitative skills but without skills of understanding words,

to fold his hands, to show the trainer a particular object, or to perform

an activity such as jumping, the trainer simply has to give the general command

being taught to the child ("Fold your hands," or "Show me the car," or

"Jump") and then give the imitating command "Do this," and demonstrate the

response being asked for. Imitation skills are used to help or prompt

a student into making the correct response.

Skills in motor imitation also help a student when he is being taught

to imitate sounds; generally once a student understands the "copying game"

with movements, he is more apt to copy noises made by a trainer as well as

mouth positions. Also a student is generally more apt to imitate with

objects before he imitates with body parts--this, however, is not a hard

and fast rule, and the student's initial testing results should be consulted
1F0

to determine the appropriate training order. In some cases, 2b may be

trained before 2a if initial testing shows that the student is already

imitating with body parts and not with objects.
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2. Motor imitation with obiects:

Test: Rather than testing all the 14 different imitative tasks using

objects two times each, only four tasks, each representative of others in

the group will be tested. If c. ttudent can imitate these four tasks,

each given two times, then :Ir.. is assumed that he can also imitate all 14

tasks. The four tasks 'blesses are described below; the.last task, generally

the hardest of that class, is starred and will be the task to be tested.

In parentheses following these tasks is described the minimum correct

response needed in order for the student to receive a correct response score.

The attendant says, "Do this," and presents the imitative model

hitting the table with a toy hammer); then any materials used for the

task are pushed in front of the student and the attendant waits a sufficient

amount of time before going on to the next task presentation. No prompting

or urging is given as in all the tests for each part; if the student can

, he will not need help. Each of the four different tasks are

presented to the student as described, two times each, and in a mixed up

order. Passing score is seven correct imitative responses out of eight

(about 907 correct performance.) Scores less than this require training

on this part.

1. Hitting Objects

a. hit xylaphone with mallet

b. hammer table with toy hammer

*c. hammer a peg on a toy peg table (hammer must come in contact
with at least the top of the peg table while the hammer is
held by the child)

2: Lifting and Releasing Objects

a. put one block into a container

b. put two blocks into a container

52
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*c. place a single ring on a supported vertical stick (the ring

must be lifted from the table and releases so that it falls onto

the stick; if the student lifts the ring and releases it but

it falls along side the stick due to poor coordination, he may

be allowed another try without a second demonstration, and

the base of the stick may be held firmly by the examiner after

the student approaches the stick with the ring in hand)

3. Lifting and Moving Objects

a. ring bell

b. dump one block, already in container, from a container

c. move car back and forth

d. lift glass to mouth

*e. put a hat on one's head (hat must be lifted by student to

head and placed in contact with the top or side of his head to

be scored as a correct response - it does not have to be

balanced on the head without falling or holding on to it)

4. Touching and Pointing to Objects

a. touch spoon

b. touch a doll's hair

*c. point to a chair (index finger, more than one finger, or the

entire hand must point in the direction of a nearby chair

which is not within touching distance of the student but

placed either at the testing table or nearby)

Training: The trainer presents the new behavior to be imitated pre-

ceded by the verbal command, "Do this." For example, the trainer may say,

"Do this," and touch the doll's hair. If the student responds correctly

by touching the object, he is reinforced. If the student does not respond

or responds incorrectly, the trainer may assist the student by giving him a

physical prompt such as guiding the student's hand toward the object after

which he is immediately reinforced. The trainer continues to reinforce

each response which is closer and closer to the desired imitative response,

gradually withdrawing physical prompts until the student imitates the

trainer's pointing to the object without prompts. The trainer then presents

5 3
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this same task in an order mixed with other tasks already known by the

student (ring bell, touch a doll's hair, put a block in a cup, etc.)

Generally, it is easier for a student to imitate tasks that make sounds

rather than those that are quiet such as ringing a bell, hitting a xylaphone,

etc. Therefore, the following easy to difficult teaching order may be used

if the student did not get any tasks correct + or . partially correct (+)

on the initial testing:

1. hit xylaphone with stick
2. pound hammer on table

3. ring bell
4. pound hammer on peg

5. move car
6. put ring on stick
7. touch spoon with hand
8. put one block in a bowl

9. put two blocks in a bowl
10. dump one block out of a bowl

11. touch a doll's hair
12. point to a glass on a table

13. lift a glass to mouth
14. put a hat on head

If the student did get some + or (+) responses on the initial testing,

follow the suggestions listed under step 4 on page and proceed to teach any

new tasks according to the order above.

2b. Motor imitation with body parts:

Test: Again as in part 2a, only four representative tasks are tested

rather than testing all 14 imitation with body part tasks. All tasks

trained are listed below in a class order with the last in each class being

the hardest of that class and the item to be tested. Following the starred

tasks is a description of the minimal responses needed to get a correct

response score.





Again, the attendant says, "Do this," and presents the imitative model

(i.e. hitting her stomach witii her hands). Since no materials are used in

this part of the program, the attendant must only wait a sufficient amount

of time to allow t.:e student a chance to imitate before going on to the

next task. Each of the four tasks are presented two times each in a mixed

up order. Passing score is seven correct imitative responses out of eight

(approximately 907, correct performance). Scores less than this require

training on this part.

1. Hand and Arm Movements

a. hit table with both hands

b. clap two hands together

c. raise both arms up in front of self

*d. put both arms straight out horizontally at sides (arms do not

have to be extended completely, nor does the angle between

extended arm and side have to be 90 degrees)

2. Touching Visible Body Parts

a. hit both thighs near the knees with palms of both hands

*b. touch stomach with both hands (area above or below stomach may

be touched)

3. Touching Body Parts Not Visible

a. touch teeth

b. couch head with hand

*c. touch one's nose (part of the nose must be contacted with finger,

palm, or other part of hand br arm)

4. Moving Body Parts Not Visible

a. open mouth

*b. stick tongue out of mouth (tongue must be slightly

extended and visible)

Training: The sa.ae training procedure for imitation with objects is used

for imitation with body parts. However, it is important that the student be
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expected to perform the task with his own body parts rather than in part

2a when he used the same objects the trainer used.

Generally it is easier for a student to imitate movements that can be

seen as he makes them and that make noises. Therefore, the following

suggested teaching order may be used so that instruction proceeds from easy

to more difficult as the student is successful.

1. hit table with hand
2. pat stomach
3. pat knee
4. clap hands

5. arm(s) straight out horizontally at side(s)

6. raise one arm vertically
7. touch head
8. touch nose
9. touch teeth

10. open mouth
11. stick out tongue

If a student did get some + nr (+) responses in the initial testing for

this part, follow the suggestions listed under step 4 on page 10 and

proceed to teach any new t.sks according to the order above.

3. Vocal Imitation Phas'e

If the student attempted to imitate arrj words in the initial testing

even with a partially correct response, training would begin with word

imitation rather than with 3a (copying the trainer's sound by making any

sound--gross vocal) or with 3b (vowel imitation). In this case, the child

would automatically pass these first two tests of this phase.

3a. Gross Vocal Imitation (Copying the trainer's sound by making

any sound):

Test: The attendant faces the student and says, "Do this, say 'ah.'"

The student is expected to respond with some kind of vocalization; whispers



and merely opening the mouth in response to the command are counted as

approximations or partially correct responses. This command is repeated

three times pausing enough time between each for a response from the student.

(Emphasis should be placed on the sound "ah" in the command.)

This part is passed if the student makes three sounds following soon

after the attendant's command. If the student does not make three correct

responses, he should be trained on this early vocal imitation skill.

Training: The student that did not imitate any words or vowels on the

initial testing would need to begin with vocal imitation training here.

Also, it is important that the student already be able to imitate motor

movements and have passed the tests for both 2a and 2b since vocalization

builds upon these skills. Generally, vocal imitation is more difficult than

motor imitation for a couple reasons: first, it is not possible to assist

or prompt a student into making a sound (besides merely opening his mouth for

him) as it is possible to physically prompt a student during motor imitation

trainintg; second, the act of producing a sound is not as obvious for a

student to observe as is moving objects or body parts, and differences between

sounds are even more difficult to observe visually and match than are

motor movements. For these reasons, a number of training techniques are

suggested and if one does not seem to be working with a particular student,

the other methods should be tried.

One training procedure to get a student to make any sound when the

trainer makes a particular sound involves using his skills in motor imitation

with body parts and gradually having him do imitative tasks which are closer

and closer to the task of producing a sound. The trainer would present some

imitative tasks involving large body movements (hit the table, extend arms

horizontally at sides, etc.) proceeding next to imitative tasks that are

5 7
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less visible to him as he performs them (raise hands, pat head, etc.) and

then those tasks which involve the face would be presented for him to imitate

(touch nose, Open mouth, etc.) Finally, a vocalization task is presented.

The student would be given the same "Do this," command to cue him to make

another imitative response, but the vocal command would also be given at the

same time - "Say, 'ah'."

The sound "ah" is used since it is the easiest sound to make and if

the student does try to match his sound with the one modeled by the trainer,

then it would be easier to do so than would be any single word. (The

retarded trainer, using this first procedure, would probably have a number of

motor imitation task cards to guide his training sequence; these cards would

be followed by a vocal imitation card (picture of a boy opening his mouth with

lines indicating sound coming from the open mouth). If the student begins

to produce sounds, more vocal imitative cards would follow this first one so

that the student could strengthen this correct response.) If the student does

not respond by making sounds, the trainer may physically prompt by opening

the student's mouth. However, if there is still no sound produced by the

student, more short sequences of motor imitative tasks involving the face

(touch nose, touch teeth, open mouth, etc.) ending with a vocal imitation

task could be used.

At times a student will be able to imitate movements of the mouth

perfectly, but still unable to produce a noise in imitation. A number of

methods may be tried with these students to get them to imitate sounds.

Small cans (metal vegetable or 1-1b. coffee cans) may be held to the mouth

by the trainer when giving the "ah" sound in the command "Do this, say 'ah'."

The can is handed to the student who may be likely to try and fail a few times

5 8
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before making a sound into the can. The trainer should praise the studcnt',

attempts to imitate and, giving the command, show the student again. Also

long paper tubes (paper towel tubes) may be used in a similar way to produce

a novel sound that a student may be more likely to imitate.

Another technique might involve teaching a series of imitative motor

movements which would end with making a sound (i.e. hitting table, standing

up, putting hands to mouth and then making a noise). This technique attempts

to develop an imitative chain (training the first task, then adding the

second task to the first, etc.) and to "sneak" a sound onto the end of the

chain of behaviors.

Finally, if the child is making sound but at times other than following

the command to do so, another teaching technique might be used by the trainer.

The trainer would reinforce the child only when he produced sounds. This

procedure would increase the number of sounds the child makes during traininz

sessions and therefore, increase the likelihood that the child would make a

sound when the command is later introduced.
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3b. Vowel imitation:

Test: The attendant faces the student and presents each imitative

vocal model one at a time allowing enough time for the student to respond.

The four vowel sounds, "ah" - Hee" - "oh" and "oo" are given in the command

form "Say, ' '." Emphasis 1. placed on the vowel sound to be imitated

when it is presented to the student. Each of these four sounds is presented

to the student three times in a mixed up order. In order that the child's

imitations be scored correct, they must be easily distinguishable one from the

other and fairly close to the modeled vowel sound; however, it is not necessary

that the sounds be precise imitations. In order to pass this part, the

student must make 11 correct imitations out of 12 possible (about 907 correct

performance). If the student's score is less than this, training on these

sounds not correctly imitated should be given by the trainer. There is one

exception to this rule of training: if a student fails either or both of the

first two tests in the vocal imitation phase (3a, gross vocal imitation;

3b vowel imitation) and has many no responses, but is able to correctly

imitate some words on the test for 3c single word imitation, then training

begins at single word imiation. The other two parts need not be trained as'

a student's performance of this descripion would be most likely to imitate

whole words. Single word imitation, if already occuring, should be en-

couraged through training rather than training at the more elementary levels

of gross and vowel imitation. These two tests are then regarded as automatically

passed.

Training: Training a student to produce closer and closer imitations of

a vowel or word is not an easy task even for a trained spcech therapist; it

involves remembing his best performance and always trying to reinforce him for

improving his imitation while not reinforcing a poorer imitation. Therefore,

0 0
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to do this kind of training with a retarded trainer will probably mean

slower progress. Hopefully, if the trainer's model of the vowel is ac-

curate, just the mere repetition of having the student hear the correct

pronunciation and then try to imitate will improve his imitation. This

reasoning applies to word and vowel imitation as well.

(To make the task presentation order easier for the retarded trainer,

photographs of the mouth placement for the vowel sounds will be used in place

of hand-drawn task cards. In addition, a tape recorded will be used to

provide the auditory cue to the trainer for each sound that is to be presented

to the stU'dent. The tape will be coordinated with the photograph training

cards so that after turning the card to the next task picture, the trainer

will be taught to push the forward button on the recorder to hear what sound

he must ask the student to make. The stop button would then be pushed and the

vowel sound presented to the student by the trainer. If a trainer can read or

is able to pick up which sound is represented by which photograph, then the

tape recorder would be discontinued. Generally trainers are able to learn

which picture represents which vowel sound.)

3c. Single word imitation

Test: The attendant faces the student and presents each imitative vocal

model allowing enough time for the student to respond before presenting the

next word. Twenty-two words are trained and, therefore, each is tested.

Each is presented two times in a mixed up order. Emphasis is placed on the

word to be imitated in the standard command form, "Say, '

following 22 words are tested:

" The

1. hat 8. ball 15. hair

2. baby 9. floor 16. teeth

3. comb 10. box 17. gone

4. car 11. table 18. mine

5. shoe 12. chair 19. jump

6. key 13. nose 20. march

7. spoon 14. eye 21. sit

22. eat

A 1
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Correct imitations need not be precise imitations but must be

understandable by the average careful listener. The student must receive

a score of 40 correct word imitations out of 44 possible (907 correct per-

formance) in order to pass this part Of the program. Training is limited

to those words not responded to, incorrectly imitated or only partially

imitated.

Training: (The retarded trainer presents those words missed by the

student during initial testing in an order controlled by the arrangement of the

word pictures. He should be instructed by the supervising attendant to

reinforce the student when he says the word the same as or a little better

than his usual pronunciation of it. Also the retarded trainer should be

shown how to place emphasis on the word to be imitated.) Generally single

syllable words (ball, key, etc) are more easily imitated than two or three

syllable words; training would then begin with single syllable words and

proceed to two syllable words as the student is successful. Direct training

by an attendant proceeds according to the suggestions already listed.

Although no pictures are needed to guide training order the attendent

will want a list of words arranged in the training order for the student

nearby for guidance.

3d. Phrase imitation:

Test: The attendant faces the student and presents each of the imita-

tive phrase models one at a tine allowing enough time for the student to

respond before presenting the next. The attendant should choose any 10

phrases from the many possible in the program and present them two times

each in a mixed up order. As in the other parts involving a vocal res-

ponse, correct responses are those in all the words in the phrase which
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are understandable by the average careful listener. The attendant should

0
be sure to use some three-word phrases (about 3 or 4) making the rest two-

word phrases. Examples of two and three-word phrases taken from the pro-

gram are as follows: baby's hair, my eye, ball car, hat floor, comb on

table, shoe and baby.

there is no passing score for this phase as the number of phrases

are many and training can always be used to improve the imitations the

student already has. Also sentences and phrases of increasing length can

be imitated. However, testing can be used to determine which phrases are

able to be omitted from training and which phrases still need to be worked

on.

Training: The trainer presents those phrases missed by the student

during initial testing and any others needed later in the program which

the student is unable to imitate correctly. Generally a two-word phrase

is easier to imitate than a three-word phrase so any training'should pro-

bably begin with two-word phrases and proceed to three-word phrases as

the student is successful. The student, as in all other parts of the MAP,

is reinforced for each small improvement made in his imitation of the

phrases.

4. Basic Receptive Phase: Understandiml Single Words that Label

The purpose of this phase is to teach the student to understand a

basic vocabulary consisting of names of common objects, names of room

parts, names of body parts, names of activities and names of objects

not in the student's view. The student is not expected to vocalize in

this phase but only point to, touch or get objects or body parts or per-

form an activity.

6' 3
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4a. Touchin_g objects:

Test: The attendant puts all eight objects on the table in front of the

student. The general command used is "Show me the ," allowing

enough time in between commands for the student to respond. All eight objects

are yequested two times each in a mixed up order. If the student picks

up the object, it should be replaced on the table so that all eight

objects are showing at all times. Passing score is 15 correct out of the

16 possible (about 90% correct performance). If a student scores less

than this, training on those objects missed should be given by the trainer;

otherwise a student passing this test may proceed on to training in other

parts (see page 36).

Training: In this part a student will learn slowly to connect a label

(ball, baby, key, hat, car, shoe, spoon, and comb) spoken by the trainer

with the object it labels. There are four main steps in this training of

understanding the words that label objects; these are listed in the easy

to hard order below:

1. no-choice: student must show trainer a single object

placed in front of him

2. two-choice: student must show trainer one of two
objects placed in front on him

3. three-choice: student must show trainer one of three
objects placed in front of him

4. 8-choice: student must show trainer one object from

a choice of all 8 objects placed'in front of him

If on the initial testing, the student either did not point to objects

following the command or pointed but did not get any correct responses,

the first training step is taken. The trainer would begin by placing a

single object in front of the student with the remaining 7 objects back
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away from the student. The command would be given "Show me the

(name of object)," asking the student to reach and touch the single object

in front of him. If the student is not able to do this, he should be

prompted by the trainer in either of two ways: lifting his hand and making

him touch the object or having the trainer touch the object and give the

imitative command, "Do this," as he touches it. As in other instances,

either prompted correct response would be reinforced by the trainer with

enthusiasm and a token or food (depending on the student).

After the student is able to touch the objects placed before him

following a command to "Show me the ," he is ready for the

second step in training. This step consists of having him make a choice

between two objects when asked to show the trainer one of them. Much

prompting may be needed at first, but this assistance should be faded

out as soon as possible so that the student learns to make the choice by

himself rather than waiting for the trainer to give help. Another way

to speed up learning is to limit the number of objects worked on to those

most familiar to the student depending on initial or intermediate testing

results. These objects worked on by the trainer should be presented at

least two or three times in a row during this early learning so that repe-

tition might allow the student to make the same correct response to the

same command.

Another step in training includes havtng the student choose the asked-

for object from three objects placed in front of him. It is important

during this three-choice step, as well as during the two and eight-choice

steps, that the objects for a particular task (i.e. shoe ball key) not

always be placed in the same visible order beEore the student. If the

order is changed, every trial (i.e. trial 1. shoe ball key; trial 2. ball

key shoe; trial 3. shoe key ball) or at least once in three trials rather
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than remaining fixed, then the student is forced to look at all the objects

and learn to discriminate between them rather than to learn merely to reach

in a particular direction for the correct choice. Therefore, when the stu-

dent is getting the correct choice at a 2 or 3-choice level with objects

presented in a changing order each or every other trial (trial 1. ball

hat; trial 2. hat ball) then it is time for the trainer to present this

particular object at the next difficult training step (go from two-choice

to three-choice, or go from three-choice to 8-choice). At this time the

student's error rate will probably increase and some prompting by the trainer

might be needed.

The last step in training this part requires that the student learn

to show the trainer an asked for object when all 8 objects are placed

before him. Again when going from an easier training step to a more diff-

icult one, the student may need some initial prompting to make the correct

choice.

A number of training hints should be remembered when training this

part (some of these hints are also applicable to the other parts of the

program). First, the student's hand should be on the table or in his lap

until the entire command is given at which time he may reach to make a

choice. If this is a problem, training should be directed immediately towards

establishing this hand-in-lap behavior. This can be done by holding the

student's hands until the command is finisHed and then letting go and, if

needred, pushing his hands towards the objects. Slowly the trainer should

fade out this need to physically restrain the student's hands as the command

is being given. Second, incorrect choices should be quickly made correct

by the trainer by repeating the command a number of times as he prompts

the correct response from the student (points to or moves student's hands

to correct object). Third, it is particularly important that the student

6 6
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watch the trainer as he gives the command ("Show me the BALL") and nq he

gives the feedback following the student's response ("Good, that's the

BALL!"). This will give the student more experience in hearing the word

and seeing the object as it is labeled (the object being labeled is held

or touched by the student or trainer). Trainers should not give commands

or feedback until the student is looking at them and they are looking

at the student. (Retarded trainers often tend to look at their training

cards as they give part or all of the command; this should be quickly

discouraged.) Fourth, the importance of immediate praise and reinforce-

ment to the student cannot be overemphasized. As soon as the student makes

,the correct choice (with or without assistance) praise should be quickly

given, followed by labeling feedback ("That's the KEY") and a token or food

and perhaps a pat. Finally, the training objects should periodically be

exchanged with different objects from other training boxes so that a stu-

dent can learn to generalize the labels being learned to a variety of

objects all having the same label (i.e. a blue, small car and a red and

and white, larger car are both called "car"). Again this change may make

the task harder for the student at first and assistance by the trainer might

be needed in order for the correct choice to be made.

Intermediate tests and careful observations during training will help

determine throughout all thcJe steps which objects are known by the stu-

dent at a certain training step. For example, if a student is contin-

uously able to show the trainer the key in a 2-choice situation where the

trainer changes position of the key every trial, then that trainer should

begin training "key" in a three-choice situation.

4b. Pointing to room Darts:

Test: All four room parts should be within view and touching distance

G
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of the student: box, chair (preferably an unoccupied one), table, and floor.

The box may be placed on the table within reach of the student. For each of

the 8 testing trials, the attendant faces the student and says, "Show me the

," and waits a reasonable amount of time for the student to respond.

Emphasis should be placed on the room part to be pointed to. The first

object touched or pointed to (purposefully) by the student is the response

that is counted and scored (i.e. merely folding hands on the table would not

be scored as a correct response for "Show me the table.") As in 4a, the

student should be discouraged from making other choices after making a first

choice; any choices beyond the first purposeful choice are ignored in the

scoring, although the attendants may make note of these choices if the

occurance is often or is the correct choice. The student must get 7 correct

responses out of the 8 possible in order to pass this test. Any scores

less than 7 require training in this part.

Traininv: In this part the student will slowly learn to connect a

label (box, table, chair, floor) spoken by the trainer, to the room part

that is referred to. The initial results should again assist in arranging

the training tasks to be taught first. The command used in training is

"Show me the (room part)." Also, feedback is given by the

trainer following every correct response, made with or without assistance

("Good, that's the name of room part."). In the beginning, it is probably

best to have the student touch rather than point to the room parts com

manded. This will not allow the student to misunderstand which room parts

goes with which words as could happen if vague pointing responses are taught

him. During training when prompting is needed to get the student to make the

correct response, a variety of methods can be used by ehe trainer:

1. trainer repeats command when student does not respond or
responds incorrectly and
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2. points to or touches the room part saying, "Do this," there-

by getting the child to imitate the correct response.

3. takes the student's hand towards the correct room part

4. the trainer merely looks closely at the correct choice and
perhaps pushes the child's arm behind the elbow to get the
touching response started.

Again it is important that these prompts be slowly faded as the student is

successful in making the correct response so that the student does more

and more of the response on his own.

The room parts may, as suggested for the objects in part 4a, be

exchanged for others so as to allow the student to learn to apply the

label to a variety of room parts rather than to specific ones. This *can

be done by changing training rooms periodically if convenient; or other

chairs, tables and boxes could be used in the same training room. If it

is possible, a third chair should be used initially when teaching the stu-

dent to understand the word "chair." This might prevent him from thinking

"chair" referred only to the arm of his or the trainer's chair.since he

would be able to see the "whole chair." Many of the training suggestions

offered in part 4a are also relevant to training in 4b.

4c. Pointing to body parts,:

Test: The attendant asks the student to show her his nose, eyes,

teeth, and hair, one ata time in a mixed up order, giving a command for

each body part two times. Each command will include the student's name

rather than the possessive pronoun "your"; so the command takes the general

form: "Show me Tommy's nose." Emphasis should be placed on the body part

to be touched. Since the body parts are quite close together, it is import-

ant to watch for and score the student's first response rather than a later
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response. Also the student must touch his own body part to get a correct

response; if he touches the correct body part but on the attendant, he is

then scored a partially correct response. In order to pass this test, the

student must make 7 correct responses out of the 8 possible, (about 90%

correct performance). If the student makes less than 7 correct responses,

training on this part is needed.

Training: In this part the student will slowly learn to connect a

label (teeth, eye, nose and hair) spoken by the trainer, to the body part

on himself that it refers to. The initial testing results should be con-

sulted to assist in arranging the training tasks to be taught first by the

trainer. In the beginning, it might help the student with no correct res-

ponses in the initial test to use a mirror as he tries to touch the body

part commanded as well as to see the trainer touch the trainer's body

part. Therefore, the trainer would use the general command, "Show me

student's name name of body part." Praise, food or token and feedback

("That's your nose") would be given is the student makes a correct response.

While giving feedback the trainer should touch the commanded body part On

his own face as well as to give-the student some visual feedback since he

can only feel rather than see his own body part. If the student does not

make the correct response or does not make any response, then the trainer

should repeat the commard as he prompts the student into making the correct

response in one of the following ways:

1. touching his own part and saying, "Do this,"
requiring the stuc,-,' to imitate this movement

2. lifting the student's hand to his own body part and
perhaps using a mirror allowing the student to see
what he is touching.

The prompt is then followed by immediate praise, feedback and rein-

forcement (food or token). Prompts should be slowly faded out as the stu-
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dent is successful requiring that he make more and more of the response by

himself. Many of the training suggestions offered in part 4a are also useful

in training this part.

*4d. PerforminT; activities:

Test: Prior to the beginning of the test, the attendant should place

on the testing table a ball and a few pieces of candy or soft cookie. The

'entire test is given as both the attendant and student are standing so as

to avoid giving a clue by getting the student up just before the commands

that have to be done in the standing position (sit, march and jump). When-

ever the student sits, he should be asked and helped, if needed, to stand

back up until the test is finished. For the marching response to be correct,

the student must lift both feet at least once in an alternating manner; for

the jump response to be correct the student must have at least one foot

leave the floor although not in a hopping manner; for the eating response

to be correct the student must pick up, on his own initiative, and at least

take to his mouth a bit of the food on the table; both the ball responses

must be definitely one of the two actions--either a bounce or a roll but

not both. If the student performs the wrong activity, he is scored a -

for an incorrect response; if he does nothing, he is scored 0 or NR for

no response. Approximations or partially correct responses (partial jump

or hop for "jump") are also given, (+). Passing score on this part is 11

correct responses out of 12 possible. Scores less than 11 require training.

Training: It is recommended that training sessions also be done as

the trainer and student are standing in front of the table. The initial

task order to be used by the trainer should be determined by inspecting the

initial testing results. In this part, the student will slowly learn to

*Refer to Appendix G.
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connect a single word (eat, jump, march, sit) or a phrase (roll the ball and

bounce the ball) spoken by the trainer, to an action which he learns to

perform. The trainer uses the general command consisting of the single

action word or the phrase, i.e. "Jump," "Roll the ball." Praise, reinforce-

ment (token or food) as well as feedback would be given to the student imme-

diately upon performing the correct activity. Feedback would consist of

stating what the student just did: "Good, you jumped" or as he is doing it,

"Good, you are jumping," or even, "Good, that's jumping," for whatever feed-

back used, the same form should be used repeatedly.

If the student does not perform any activity or performs the incorrect

activity, the trainer should repeat the command and add, "Do this," as he

demonstrates the activity for the student to imitate. If the student does

not imitate, he must be prompted to do so; if he does imitate the trainer,

he should be praised and given feedback as above. Any prompting should

slowly be faded out by the trainer so that the student learns to perform

the activity when commanded to without any assistance from the trainer.

In testing and especially in training, adjustments in procedure and

responses taught may be necessary if either student or retarded trainer is

physically handicapped. (It could be possible, if the retarded trainer

is unable to demonstrate the activities march, jump and sit, to use another

retarded trainer to train the student in these activities.) If a student

is unable to perform these three activitieS, they may be omitted or he may

be taught how to move his feet for "march" and "jump". Many of the training

suggestions in part 4a may also be used for this part.

4e. Finding an object (not visible)

Test: This test is omitted if the student did not get any correct res-

ponses on part 4a. Prior to testing, the attendant spreads all 8 objects
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(ball, key, baby, shoe, hat, spoon, car, comb) on a chair or table behind

a screen out of the student's direct view. Then the student is shown these

objects behind the screen. After returning to the testing table, the attend-

ant asks him to go and get each of the objects, one at a time, and bring

them to her. The general command, "Go get the ," is used asking

for each object two times in a mixed up order. After each object is brought

to the attendant by the student, it should be returned to the screened table

so there are always 8 objects to choose from.

For the first or second trial, the attendant, after giving the comnand,

may point to the place where the objects are to indicate where the student

is expected to go. If the student still does not seem to understand the

command, the command may be repeated and he may, for the first 2 trials, be

pushed towards the screened table and encouraged to give an object to the

attendant by having her hand held extended towards him. However, after

the second trial no more help or repetition of commands is allowed. In

order to pass this test, the student must bring the attendant 15 of the 16

objects asked for. If the student's score is less than this, training

should be given.

If the student is physically handicapped, adjustments in the arrange-

ment of the screened table can be made so that the same activity is still

possible. For example, a handicapped student could be expected to hear the

command as the objects lying in front of him on the table are covered and,

after a few seconds, the cover could be removed allowing the same delay

that occurs if the student must walk behind a screen to get the object.

Training: -In this part the student will build on his labeling skills

learned in part 4a and learn to remember verbal commands given to him so

he is able to locate an object not immediately present when the command
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is given. This task involve memory and generally is much hard4lx than the

task trained in part 4a even though all the same ob:lects are use6. There-

fore, a student is not trained on this part until he is able to pass part 4a.

Training includes showing the student where the hidden object.s are located

prior to each training session. The trainer uses the general command "Go

get the ," and initially e):tends h:s hand to indicate tElt an

object must be brought to him. Also, as in testing, the student, during

the early training sessions, can be directed to the screened table by having

the trainer point if the student does not immediately go towards the table

by himself. All objects brought to the trainer by the student, as in testing,

should be returned to the screened table following each trial. However,

during early training, a variety of procedures may be used to make the

initial memory task easier for the student and to prompt the correct response:

1. The 'trainer may begin with only one or more objects hidden

so that. the student has less chance of making an error; other

objects would be added as the student is successful.

2. The trainer may give the command more than once so the stu-
dent be required to remember over a shorter period of time

what he is to go and get; the trainer could-give the command

while the student is at the table with him and again when

the student reaches the hidden objects behind the screen.

3. The trainer may slowly increase the distance between the
student and the hidden objects requiring more and more memory;
at first, the second table or a chair holding the objects

would be just beside the training table and not screened;
later it would be moved farther away and finally a screen
could be used to cover it from direct view.

It is desirable to let the student make as many correct responses.as

possible by using prompting when needed as mentioned above. Then he is

successful, the task may be made more and more difficult until he is able

to perform without any assistance, extra commands, and with all 8 objects

hidden.



(As mentioned in the test for this part, adjustments may need to be

made if either a retarded trainer or a student is physically handicapped.

If the retarded trainer is in a wheelchair for example, the hidden objects

might be just behind him within his reach and separated by a plastic or

cloth screen through which he can reach to return the objects.)

As in most parts being trained, vocal feedback should be provided by

the trainer as well as immediate praise ("Good, that's the COMB.") Also

it is very important to remember that the command must be given to the

student when he is unable to see any of the objects so that he does learn

to remember and will be able to pass the final testing which is given in

the same manner. Additional suggestions offered in part 4a may be of use

in training this part.

Receptive.Expansion Phase: Understanding Two Words That Label:

The purpose of this phase is to build on and expand the understanding

skills developed in phase 4.

*5a. Giving the trainer two ob ects:

Test: The attendant places all the 8 objects on the table in front

of the student (ball, key, comb, car, hat, spoon, shoe, baby). She then

gives, one at a time, the commands to locate ten pairs of objects (since

there are many possible pairs, any ten are randomly selected.) The com

mand used is, "Give me the and ," as the attendant extends

both hands, upward, towards the student to indicate that something should

be given to her. Emphasis should be placed on the two objects asked for.

After each trial object's handed to the attendant by the student are replaced

on the table.

7 3
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If the student hands one of the two asked-for objects, the response

is partially correct; if both objects handed are incorrect, the response

is incorrect; if no objects are indicated, the student is given 0 or NR

for no response. In order to pass the student must make 9 correct re-

sponses out of 10. If the student scores less than 9 correct responses

then training 'should be given on this part.

Trainin^: In this part the student is taught to give the trainer two

rather .than merely one object. This concept of "and-ness" is a difficult

one to teach but depends upon the skills learned in part 4a and part 4e

since it involves not only recognition of labels but also memory. Often

a child may score a number of partially correct responses on the.initial

testing by giving the attendant one of the two objects asked for--generally,

this being the last object named. This common error points out the

memory factor involved in this task.

A number of different training procedures may be used by the trainer

to slowly shape this skill in the student. If one does not seem to be

successful, another could be substituted:

1. Begin by placing all the 8 objects on the table in front of the
student and using the double command: "Give me the BALL," and
waiting for the student to put the ball in one outstretched
hand, then adding the rest of the command, "and the SHOE." (or
"Give me the SHOE" if the first does not get the student to
respond correctly.) Each of the two correct responses would be
praised and feedback provided after the second response: "Good,

that's the BALL and the SHOE." If any mistakes are made on these
"half" commands, prompts should be given and slowly faded and
training at this level should continue until no error is made by
the student. At this time the command could be given faster So
the first half is given and the second half ("and the SHOE") is
given as soon as the student touches the first asked-for object.
Finally, the student is trained by giving the command for both
objects without allowing extra time to respond midway thru the

command: "Give me the BALL and the SHOE."

7 6
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2. Another technique begins by placing only two objects on the table

in front of the student. When the 'student responds correctly to

both combinations of these objects (shoe and ball, ball and shoe),

then a third object may be added. When the student responds

to all combinations of these objects, another object is added;

this procedure is continued until all 8 objects are present

during training. The command for this training procedure is the
double command, "Give me the HAT and the COMB."

(For the retarded trainer, the training cards may be arranged in a

repeating order so the same pair of objects is asked for two or three

times in a row during initial training.) However, it is important that

the student be trained on enough pairs of objects so he is able to correctly

locate and give the trainer any pair rather than only specific pairs of

objects.

*5b. Puttinv an ob'ect on a room part:

Test: The attendant places all 8 objects on the table in front of

the tudent and a box is also available within reach on that table. She

then gives, one at a time, the 10 commands to place one of the 8 objects

on one of the 4 roam parts. Since there are many possible combinations of

objects and room parts, any ten are randomly thought up for the test items

rather than using only those that are trained. Emphasis is placed on the

key words in the command, "Put the KEY on the CHAIR." After each trial

'the objects are returned to the table in front of the student. In order

to pass the test for this part, the stue,- make 9 c:crrect responses

out of ten possible. If only one of the two key words are responded to

correctly (either the object is correctly located or the room part cor-

rectly chosen) then the response is scored as a partially correct response

or an approximation. All other responses are scored as incorrect or no

response. If the student scores less than 9 correct responses, then

training on this part should be given.

-L:efer to Appendix G. 7 7



Trainin^: In this part the student learns to combine two skills

already mastered separately in the 4th phase: to move one object in

relation to a room part. If the student's initial testing seems to in-

dicate that putting one object in a particular place is easier than others,

then the training should begin with these easier responses. Otherwise, a

number of training procedures involving different kinds of prompts may

be used to train this skill: if one seems to be unsuccessful, others

should be tried:

1. The trainer could ask the .student to place the same object
in all the four different places ("Put the ball on the chair";
"Put the ball on the floor"; "Put the ball in the box"; and
"Put the ball on the table.") Gradually all objects would be
added until the student responds correctly to any combination
given in this four-command sequence. Then the object and room
parts would be alternated rather than given in this regular
fashion (i.e., "Put the hat on the floor"; "Put the comb in the
box"; "Put the shoe on the table"; etc.)

2. The same training approach could be used but the room part would
be kept constant and the .object varied ("Put the ball on the
chair"; "Put the hat on the chair"; "Put the shoe in the chair";

etc.) Also it would be necessary as in 1. above to introduce
other room parts and finally to mix up the combinations.

3. A series of proMpts provided for each task by the trainer could
be used to make the task initially easier for the student:

-

a.. "Show me the ball." (Student points to ball; trainer quickly .

praises)

b. "Show me the box." (Student points to box; trainer quickly
praises)

c. "Put the ball in the box." (Trainer demonstrates; student
watches)

d. "Put the ball in the box." (Student puts the ball in the box;
trainer provides praise; token or
food and feedback, "The ball is

in the box.")

These prompts are faded slowly as the student Is successful so that the

student does more and more of the tasks without assistance.

The training tasks may be arranged in a repeating order so that the

same command is given two or three times in a row; this allows the student

7 8



a chance to perform the same task a number of times consecutively and

perhaps with less assistance on the second and third time. 'However,

it is important that the student be trained on enough combinations so that

he will be able to put any of the 8 objects on any of the 4 room parts.

Generally, it is most difficult for the student to learn to place objects

already on the table, to the command, "Put the on the table."

This room part combination might proceed slower than the others.

*5c. Pointing to body parts: Possession -- student's or baby's:

Test: The examiner places a large doll on the table in reach of the

student (the doll must have visible teeth and hair). She then gives

the commands in the general form of either: "Show me the baby's

or "Show me Bobby's .", using the student's name when giving

the command if the second form. Sixteen commands are given presenting all

the body parts, two times each in a mixed-up order. It is especially

important not to give subtle clues to the student being tested by looking

at the doll when commands referring to the baby's body parts are given.

In order to pass the test for this part, the student must get 15 correct

responses out of 16 possible. A score less than 15 requires training for

this part. If the student touches the correct body part but the wrong

possessor or touches the correct possessor but the wrong body part, he is

given a partially correct response; all other responses are scored as

incorrect or no response.

Training: In this part the student learns to discriminate possession

or "whose" body part is being referred to. The prerequisite skills of

touching body parts on himself and touching the doll ("baby") have already

been learned in 4c and 4a respectively. A.number of training procedures

*Refer to Appendix G. '7 9
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involving different kinds of prompts make initial training easier. These

may be used by the trainer; if one seems to be unsuccessful, others should

be tried:

1. The trainer could begin by asking the student to touch each of
his body parts as trained earlier in part 4c; next, the doll could
be pushed closer to the student on the table and the baby's body
part commands could all be given one at a time. Finally, training
could proceed to mix the commands in a gradual manner (i.e.,
"Show me Tommy's nose"; "Show me Tommy's eye"; "Show me the
BABY'S nose"; "Show me the BABY'S eye".) giving a prompt of
pointing to the doll or to the child as the command form is
changed. Finally, the child would be expected to learn to follow
the commands in a mixed-up order, without prompts.

2. A series of prompts could be provided for each command by the
trainer to make the task initially easier:

a. "Show me the Baby." (Student points to the doll; trainer
gives quick praise.)

b. "Show me the BABY'S nose." (Trainer demonstrates and
touches the part called for;
student watches.)

"Show me the BABY'S nose." (Student points to the doll's
nose; trainer provides praise,
token or food and feedback;
"That's the BABY'S nose.")

The same series of prompts could be used to teach the student to learn his

own name (i.e. "Show me Tommy"; and body parts.) As the student is

successful, the prompts are slowly faded expecting the student to do more

and more of the task by himself, while giving the commands in a mixed order

(baby's and student's body parts).

The training tasks may be arranged In a repeating order so that the

same command is given two or three times in a row; this allows the student

to perform the same task a number of times consecutively and perhaps with

less assistance on the second and third time.

If the student has difficulty with fine motor control, some adjust-

ments might have to be made: a larger doll might have to be used; a better,
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single finger pointing response might have to be taught; the response

requirements might have to be less strict so that the initial uncoordinated

movements approaching the body part of the doll or the student are not

counted, but the final response, held longer by the student, is the

response that is counted.

*5d. Findinf, two obients (not visible):

Test: The attendant uses the same procedure as is used to test

part 4e (refer to page 65), except the command given asks for two objects

rather than only one. The command is "Go get the and the

with emphasis placed on the two key words. Ten pairs of objects are

asked for one at a time. Since many different pairs are possible, any

*ten are selected and tested. In order to pass this part, the student

must make 9 correct responses out of the 10 possible; if the student

receives a score of less than 9 correct responses, then training should be

given on this part. Responses of one correct object out of the two are

scored as partially correct responses; all other responses are scored as

incorrect or no response.

Training: Successful learning in this part depends on the student

having already passed the tests for part 4e and 5a. Training suggestions

given in part 4e and 5a can also be used to train the student to find

two objects. hidden from view--a task involving even more memory than

either 4e or 5a. It is also necessary to train a large variety of pairs

of objects so thatthe studenL learns to go and get any possible pair of

objects hidden from his view.

*Refer to Appendix G.
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6. BAsic Expresive Phase: Using Sinrle Words to Label:

In this phase of the program, the student builds upon his basic

receptive skills learned in phase 4 and is trained to say the vocal label

for the words he already understands (i.e., he can already touch or

point to objects and perform activities he heard named).

6a. Naming ob'ects:

Test: The attendant does not have all objects in front of the

student, but rather to her side. Each object is presented one at a

time and held up for the student to see. The general question asked is,

"What is this?" as the attendant points to the object asked for.

Enough time is allowed for the child to respond before going on to the

next item. All 8 objects are tested in this manner, two times each, in a

mixed up order. In order to pass this test, the student must give the

correct label for 15 of the 16 objects in a vocal form that would be

understandable to an average careful listener.

Since judgments as to the intelligibility, of the word spoken by the

student are not easy judgments, the attendant must test in a rather quiet

area where she can give her full attention to listening. Approximate

responses are those which seem to be the correct label for the object but

are difficult to understand; it is not necessary that correct responses be

perfectly articulated words--but rather intelligible to a careful listener.

Incorrect responses include the wrong label or labels not understandable.

No responses are given when the student says nothing. These rules are

used to judge all vocal responses in both the expressive phases (6 and 7).

8 2
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Trnining: In this part the student learns to label or name all

eight objects (ball, key, baby, hat, shoe, spoon, comb, car) worked

with already in part 4. (showing trainer an object.) It is necessary

that the student have passed 4a and thereby understand what names refer

to what objects before any training is given in naming the objects (6a).

Also, since all the prompts for training this part consists of getting the

student to imitate the word that labels a particular object, that student

must be able to imitate words (3c.); however, it is possible to work on

getting a student to name objects (6a.) and, at the same time, still work

on getting the student to improve his single words through word imitation

training (3c.). That is, a student does not have to have passed 3c.

before being trained in any parts of phase 6 or 7. Training in these

three phases can occur simultaneously.

Training the student to name objects will generally proceed by the

following procedure. Task training order is determined from initial test

results. The trainer has all 8 objects.on the table near him and out of

the student's reach. He picks up the object and holds it for the student

to see as he points to it and asks, "What is this?" It the student gives

the correct answer in an understandable, though not necessarily perfect

word response, the trainer praises the student, gives him feedback ("That's

the name of the object,") as he points to the object or holds it up and

a token or food. If the student does not answer or gives an incorrect or

very difficult to undelstand answel, the trainer may prompt the correct

answer with an ..mitative vocal prompt by saying, "Say name of object."

Again, if the student imitates correctly, he is given praise, feedback and

token or food.
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Generally, this procedure is used to get the stu&nt 1:o learn what

to name each object. Howe'ler, it is important to begin to fade out the

prompting assistance by the trainer ("Say ball,") so the student begins to

make the correct response by himself. (The retarded trainer can be

reminded to leave out the prompt sometimes and wait longer he student

to make the response by himself.) If the student remembe: zorrect

narr.e of the object, this is heavily praised and then the prompt for that

word can be omitted on the next t," asking for the name of that object.

Another way to more slowly fade vocal prompt is to first drop the

word "Say" in the prompt "Say ball," and then, as the student is success-
,

ful, to drop all but the first sound in the word or the mouth formation for

saying that word; in the example ("Say ball," the trainer would first

merely give the prompt "Ball," and then fade that prompt even further to

or merely forming a "Baw" sound with his lips.

If the ',,,,tudent does not name the object, and does not imitate the

vocal prompt, the-trainer may be told to go back to a series of motor

imitation tasks to get the student in an imitating pattern so he will be

more apt to imitate the word. This series would lead up to vocal word

imitation. The following series is an example which could be lengthened or

shortened depending on the student:

1. hit table with hand
2. pat stomach with both hands
3. raise both hands
4. hit head with both hands
5. touch nose
6. touch teeth
7. open mouth
8. stick out tongue
9. ("Do this, say 'AH'") imitate the 'ah' vowel sound

10. ("Say name of obiect beinr, trained,") imitate word being
11. hold up object, point to it, ask "What is this"...Say BALL."

get student to imitate name of object immediately after trainer
asks the "What is this?" ques.tion.
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Since these series help the student to begin imitating when he is not

im:',..tating, they must be thought of as assistance or prompts to get the

student to make the correct response. Therefore, the trainer would fade

out the series of motor imitation tasks as soon as the student begins

imitating the vocal word prompts (Trainer: "What is this...say RALL.")

Then, as the student begins to successfully imitate the vocal prompts as

illustrated in the prior sentence, the trainer should fade out these

prompts so the student is given the chance to perform without assistance

and thereby learn the names of the objects (See above paragraph). Also

the objects should be exchanged for other objects differing in size and

color so that the student learns that each name may be used with variety

of slightly different looking objects (i.e. "Shoe" is used to name a white,

tennis shoe as well as a black leather shoe.)

The trainer need not begin with all 8 objects at one time. The number

of many object names to be trained at one time should be determined by

examining the student's initial testing results (or by giving a second

initial test on this part to update the first initial testing whf_ch may

have been done too much earlier than the present training.) If the

student got no correct respon, or even partially correct responses,

then it might be better to begin training with a smaller number of objects

and add more as the student learns these first few. Also the student

might be encouraged to hold or touch the objett as the question is asked

and/or as feedback is given. This procedure would allow the student to

connect mere clues with the word name for that object he is trying to

learn (clues such as size, feel, weight, close-up look,etc.) If the

student had seme torrect responses on both trials for the same object
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on the initial testing (each object is tested bdo times) then these object

names could either be asked for ruview training or could be used to begin

training sessions with success.

6b. Naming room parts:

Test: The attendant places the box on the testing table and, if

possible, has an extra chair in view of the :;tudent. As the student is

watching, each of the four room parts are touched or closely pointed to

(box, table, chair, floor) one at a time arid the question asked, "What is

this?" Each room part is asked about two times each in a mixed ofder

with the other room parts. A correct response must be the apiwpriate

naming word for that object and must be spoken in an intelligible way

though not necessarily in a perfectly articulate way--the word should be

understandable to an average careful listener in order to be scored as

correct. Other word responses are judged to be partially correct if they

are close to the correct label but not understandable; incorrect, if they

are the wrong label or are grossly unintelligible; and no response, if

nothing is said. The student must make 7 correct responses out of the 8

in order to pass this test; scores less than 7 require training for this

part.

Training: Training the student to name the four room parts (box,

table, chair, floor) will follow the same general procedure as outlined

in the training section of part 6a. Vocal imitative prompting ("Say

'name of ob'ect'") is the main means of getting the student to name-a

room part which he incorrectly names or does not respond to when the

trainer points to it (box, chair, :".00r or table) and says "What is this?"

8 6
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Also feedback should be given by the trainer following each correct

response ("That'r the TAnE,") along with praise, and token or food. Also

the suggestions for imitative vocal prompts given on pages 76 and 77 apply

here as well. And finally the sunestions co get a student to begin

imitating, if he does not readily imitat^ when the trainer prompt: him

to are found on page 77 and also apply here.

The attendant mi.,at want to change the uox and chair for other boxes

and chairs so the student learns that these labels apply to a variety of

objects rather than only to a specific one. The table and floor may be

changed also if use of another table and training room is possible. These

changes might be made after the student is beginning to name the room

parts correctly.

The student just beginning to learn the names of room parts might be

encouraged to touch the room part after the trainer does when asking the

question, as well as during the time the feedback is given; this procedure

would allow the student to connect more clues with the word name for that

room part he is trying to learn (clues such as 1c,4, position in relation

to where he is sitting, etc.)

Gc Nami=ls body 2.Jrts:

Te.. attenuant needs no testing materials for this part but

seats he7sclf at tne testing table across from the student. The attendant

points to he-:' OW7 body p.7rt t be questioned as well as touches the same

body part ol the student unri asks the question, "What is this?" Each of -

the four body parts (eye, nose, teeth, hair) are asked about two times in

a mixed order. In order for the response to be scored as correct, the

correct words must be spoken by the student in a way which would be
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intelligible to an average careful listener,- though not necessarily in a

perfect 1r7rn. ()1: further explanation of scoring, see page 75. Passing

score correct responses out of: 8 possible; scores less than 7 requir

trini sln this part.

,.aining: Training the student to name the four body parts (eye,

nose, hair and teeth) will use the same general prccedure and suggestions

for prompting and fading as outlined in the training section of part 6a.

In addition to these comments, a few suggestions specific to this part

should be mentioned. During initial training, the trainer should point

to his own body part as well as touching the student's when asking "What

is this?" This double pointing procedure may be changed.to pointing only

to the trainer's body part as the student is successful. The double

pointing allows the student to feel his own body part being touched even

though he cannot see it on himself - thereby giving the student more

clues about the word for that particular body part. (Many students will,

on their own, imitate the trainer and touch their own body part as the

question is asked; in this case, the trainer need not also touch the

student's body part.) As in Part 4e, pointing to body parts, a mirror

could be used so the student sees his body part in addition to the double

pointing procedure. The trainer should touch his eye to its outside rat'rer

than directly on the eye or the closed lid. Also the trainer should show

his teeth as he touches them so the student will rot learn that the ::ord

"teeth" names the iips or Me mouth.

Feedback given to the student by the trainer following every correct

response should 1,2 in the form "That's your name of body part."
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6d, 1.,:cl!m-

Test: The attendrmt placr:: a 1)111 and some small candies or pieces

or coo::ie on the table, out of te student's reach. The attendant

stands up as she gives thi:: te4t. The attendant then performs the various

six activitiez; one at a time as the student watches, following each

performance with, the question, "What did I do?" and allowing enough time

between perfor,!::nces for the studont to respond. The attendant should

perform the activity for a few seconds so the student observes it

(especially important with the two similar activities i.e. roll the ball,

bounce the ball). Each of the six activities (roll the ball, bounce the

ball, sit, jump, march and eat) are demonstrated for the student tWO times

each in a mixed up order. The student should be able to observe the feet

of the attendant when the march and jump a:tivities are demonstrated.

The single words "roll" and "bounce" are scored correct responses for the

activities oE ro114,n;; and bouncing the ball respectively. In order to

pass this t7,c, ch udent must correctly label II of the 12 activities

in a way ,A11,731 -rovL,1 1;. intelligible to an average careful listener -

though not _ssaxiiy in a perfect form. Although the grammatically

crsr-rect answer to the questia "what did I do?" should be a past form of

tUe vvy (i.e. "rolled the ball" or "a:e") this past form is not expected

to b- given to be scored as a correct response. The present verb forms

used in training 4d, (performing activities) are correct (i.e. "roll the

ban'' ..nd "eat"). All other responses are judged to be partially correct

(seems to be correct name, but not intelligible), incorrect (wrong name or

totAly unintelLigible) or no response (student says nothing). If the

student scores less than 11.correct responses, training is required.

8 9



Trainfn.,1 thc .A.Lid.,:ut to learn to nae the ix ctivities

(eL,t_, roll LiW ball, i'obnce the ball, je:ap and march) will follow

the s:e T:eneral procedure and su:Testions for prompting and fadiry;

outlined i the tr:,ining section for part 6a. In addition to these

comments, a fe su::e:;tions specific to this part should be mentioned.

The trainer should use the general cond, "What did I do?" immediately

followinj his demo;.:trrLtion. Hn should use the imitative vocal prompt

of "Say name of activity," if the student does not name or incorrectly

names the activity. The ball should be rolled and bounced on the training

table as was done in training 4d. (performing activities); this procedure

saves time in training :-ind allow the student close observation of the

activity. Marching, jumping, and eating should be performed by the trainer

in an exaggerated form since these mig!,t not be as casily sEtri by the

students; eating one piece of candy or cookie and chewing it quickly would

be a sufficient demonstration of the acti.-..ity "eat"; rolling and bouncing

the ball could be done two or three times so the student is sure to see

the activity.

many s*.udents will naturally imitate the trainer as he

perfs the activity, this is not a needed part of the training. However,

if thi, doesnot take ext:ra time or if it does not interfere with training,

it could be allowed to occur during the early part of training. If the

stueent, on his aw-I, ir:litates the trainer's performance of the activity,

extra clues of pr.l.orming that activity would be provided to that

student besidos the visual clues of sLoinc the activity. however, as

training progresses, the student should be encouraged to remain seated

while he tries t.) answer the trainer's question; this c;-.,1;: rL:zult

at first in soe incorrect responses by the student.,
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Unles tho student reodily imicntcs phraseJ, he need not be trained

to imitate the encire :,111%:y.e "roll the ball" or "Counce the ball."

Instead, the pro....pt him toy "noll" or "Eounce" since giving

the whole three word pht.r. as ;:n imitative pro...:pt'may result in him

imitatinc, L:le In _ wJrd npoen by the trainer ("Ball") which

would not identify the acti-iity performed. Also, the trainer should

reinforce and pro:-pt the p7e!3ent form of the verbs rather than expecting

or prompting the correct past form' ("Eat" rather than

training "Ate"; cte.) lIcever, if the student does use this past form on

his own, he sheu1:1 be encouraged to continue to do so. When an advanced

student iS-beejh trained to answer with phrases or sentences then the past

verb form3 be used.

6e. 1.-2minf-, a cnocale.d obiect:

Te:;t: The attendant should have all the 8 objects (ball, key,

spoon, shoe, baby, car, comb, and hat) on the testing table as well as a

box with a ten. The box should be larze enoUgh to hold each of the single

objects (shoe s are gererally large enough). As the student is

watchir-,;, the attendant picl:s up an object, one at a time, and places it

in the box covering the box with the lid. Then the question is asked as

the attandant points to the closed box, "What's in the box?" Enc.igh tie

to respond is allowed before going to the next item. Each object is

tested t,.:o times. The student passes the test if he makes 15 correct

responses out of 16 possible. In order for the response to be correct,

the student must ':orrectly name the concealed object in a way that would

be intelliible to an average careful listener. Other responses are judged

9 1
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to !, r rtfAly Ct , to 1)e the correct nn:e but not intellig:ble);

incorrect. (n,:...es ObjCL, ":)ox", or word totally

or no re 'ease (student says nothing). If the student scores less thln 15

correct r,,--'on,;e,;, tr;:inin:; is requir.:.d.

in thi.-; part %he student learns to un:71e an object which

has been concealed in a covered box as he is watchl.nc, This task is more

difficult than merely nlininr, objects in 6a since it involves me:tory of

an object. Therefore, passing the final testing on part 6a, is necessary

before training on part 6e. can take place.

Since the skills of naming objects are needed before training this

part, these nr:ming shi 1 is may also bc used to prczapt the student into

making the correct response. The easiest method to begin with would use

a series of propts. First, the trainer would hol..1 up an object and ask

as in 6a., "What is this?" When the student responds correctly, he is

given token or food and cuickly praised (prompting is given if needed -

"Say BALL ") ut, the trainer places the objcct in the box without

putting the cover on the box, and again he asks the student, "What:. is

in the box?" as he points to-the object, using pro:...pts until the student

responds to this question with the name of the obj....ct. Finally, the trainer

covers the box and asks the same question ac7ain, "What is in the box?"

as he points to the box and -rempting the student uri1 he cor-cctly names

tl &:,ject. This long, four-question procodure could be used for initial

training of the student on objects incorrectly responded to on the initial

testing. As the stu-.ient 6c.co:nes succ2±,sful with this procedure and heeds

no other prompts besids the four questions, thc,trainer may drop all but

the first cuestion ("What is this") which is n!;ked aa the trainer holds up

thc object r:nd the last cut.;tien ("What is in the box?") After the fir.st

question, the object would te.d into the box and co7ered anj the child

9 2
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would c A-hed, "hr,t is in the box?" prompti; the student as needed

("Say 71-1Le

Zinally, whc-:, the stu.!ent is able to correctly identify the object

in the bo:-: at ChL; two-que:;tinn without any imitative prompting

("Say !V.), L.") , the trainer Irny proceed to the lalst step in training.

During this :tep, the trr.iner holds up the object to be placed into the

box, and as the student is loci , place.1 it into the box, covers the

box, and asks "What's in the box?" The .student is prompted ("Say BALL.")

as needed. During ell these steps in training labeling, feedback is

provided by the trainer after every corrt response, made with or without

promptin4;. To do this, the trainer praises the student, removes the cover

and points to the object in the cncovered box saying, "The PALL is in

the box."

7. Ex-)res:7ive aasion rhrIrCI: Uina word(5;1 to lz,hel, to ask, to
tell whose, !Lo tc21 where:

This phase attempts to teach the student to respond with words to

questions more cor,.1plex than the simple "What is this?" question used

primarily in phase 6, Elsie. Receptive Phase. The student now is taught

to respond to questions such as, "What do you want?"; "Where's the shoe?";

"Whose eye is this?"; "What do you want me to do?"; and "What's gone?".

Depending upon the skills of the student, a c_e-word response ('Eall"),

a two-word respense (":-:y Nose") or a phrase or sentence response ("Eall

is gone.") may be trained.
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7:1. r1L.:

To.t: The att. nJ.lut place:: all cii.ht ohects in a box larc ex.:-..1.,;h -a

that each i.: somewhat vir!ib]e to the student. The box is then shewn to the

studc t, rcmovod fr::1 his It (Lipp,d away or put under the tabiL) and the

attendant-. a;:k, ":11t do you w.Int?" The student is handed the object he asks

for and is allowed to hold it for a few seconds before it is put out of sith:

with other LcsLjn;.:. not h Lin;; used. If the student ask:J for scmethirg

other than an object in the box, then he is given nothin.,; ecept praise by the

attendant and givon a token. If ti:e student says nothing then, as usual

procedure in testing, he is nou praised or given a token. This procedbre is

reNated four times, eJeh time with the object asked for by t,e child on the

precclim.:, trial rer-oved frcyl tne choice of objects presented in the box to the

child.

Correct responses are any of the names of the eight objects (ball,

key, baby, shoe, car, hat, comb, or spoon) given by the student in response

the question and in a way that is intelliible to an averte,e careful listerer.

Also no single item can be asked for more than one time. Therefore, if the

student asks for "car" on the first trial, he is given the car for a few

seconds and scored a correet response; however, if after the car is put away sr::

he is shown the be:: and asked what ho wants and a;Iain asks for the cr, he must

be scored a p.:rtially correct response and is given nothing. In order to pass

this test, the studenc sk for four different objects in an intelligible

way; this is correct performance since there are only four items in the

test. If the student makes less than four correct respol;:es, traim cm th's

part is required.



lia pucpo,,e t.hi!; to begIn Lo teilch the student chi:t

he c.al wod. : lor - a %.11u*Ie th.:t will eucenrae, if

rcp:ILud us ot t!!: words learned in the program.

The eCfert oC a7,kin.; frit. oH('ots with .:()L-J. is automitically reinforced when the

a'sed-for oheet iven to tt,e ,:.ndent by a listener. However, this trainin3

procedule m.ay seen to be rather in that a student is assisted or

prenptcl into ashin- for one of the 8 ojects whether he really "wants" that

object or not; liut, .ince it is no: always possiblc: to know a student's wants

and since the tudotu is rein.Jorced with praise and tokens for asking for an

object, then perhaps this nethod of.teaching the skill of asking for things can

be justified.

The following aai:ig procedures have been effective in teaching this

skill to students. First, the trainer shows the _tudent the box of objects

savin.7 "What do you want?" If the student does not respond, the trainer

selects an object for the student and saYs, "What is this?" The student should

respond correctly by nan-in the oh ect ;i r he does, he is immediately given the

object by the trainer and reinforced with praise and a token. Second, the trainer

slowly omits or fades out the prompt ("What is this?") until the student asks

'for the object hoIj up in response to the cuestion "What do you want?" After

the student i; correctly doing this, the trainer goes to the third step of

training. :re, the trainer stops presenting a particular object but merely

puts the Lox in front of the student and asks "What do you want?" If a student

-dcles not ask for an object, he:may at first be prc7:pted by having the trainer

merely point to one in the box. During t'Lee firSt few steps in training,

the objecLs arc always visible to the student as he is asking for one of them.



, hL trair.er the ;tudent an

object. an.2. re:..leve:. it fre:.1 hi . w.!en a the (pne.ti, "'..:hat do

p, ic Lr;litior fl only one object in Cie box,

:t to the :;ttp.L.nt, ro!..eve it fro:a his and Isk "Vhat do :op want?"

pro!Tti!:g stu..lent "!.,:hat is this?") only if he

says nethin . (If the ste..Ieu !..k.; for an object beiddes the one in the box,

then th.s Coerch trainin 0f placiu..; only one objoct in the box is omitted;

the stu:ient is given th.:u ob.;cct and tl.,e final training step is done.)

Next, more objects are Idcd to the box until the student is able to make his

selection from the eight object.: in the hox. Durin7; this fifth and last

training :!tep, it-would be a good idea to nuvo r 1.-ss than four objects to

choose from in the box i..nce it not the in. of rho training to. "force"

the student to "want" ,:,11 of the eight ob;cc

If a student continues ,ully to ask :,1)JecL, the fourth training

step should b& worked on !_intil the student .e.king for other objects.

A student does not have to ba trained in .1:e five gradual stops if he seems

to be catching on to the idea cf the tr.:tning in this part and begins asking

for different objects on his

7b. Tellino, here an o_Hoct is:

Test: The attendont placos all of the eight objects (ball, koy, hat,

shoe, baby, car, comb, and spoon) within her reach. Also, there should be an

extra chair in her reach and a :small, open 'sax on the testing table. The

attendant places an object on one of the four room parts (box, chair, floor,

or table) the student is w-tchin7. and hl:a asks, "here is the name of

obioct?" Each item is presented one at a time allowing enough time for the
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student to reDond. each ohject should he recovered from the room part

where it was plz!cv..1 bcfore ne:.:t item is presented. Since 24 different

combinntions of sin-.!le objL-cts on different room parts is possible, the attendant

shou1.1 try to el,00t.: a variety of cer.:.mands and present them to the student in

a mixcJ up erder (r:ot all the similar room parts in a row, i.e.,

1) "Puc the ball on tht: floor," 2) "Put the shoe in the box," 3) "Put the hat

on the table," etc. Out of the 24 possible con:lands, the attendant chooses

16, testing ench of the. ei:!,ht objects two times each (each time in two different

places, i.e., "Put the shoe en the floor," "Put the shoe on the chair.")

A correct response to the question, "Where is the ?" could be

a number of different an..,,zers,as long as the words spoken by the student are

said in an intelligible way. For example, if the attendant placed the car on

the chair and asked the student where the car was, any of the following

intelligible answers woull be scored as correct responses: "Chair," "On chair,"

"On the chair," "Car on chair," "The car is on the chair," "Car chair," or if

the student pointed tc the object and said, "There," or "Right there," or

"There car," or something similar containing the word "there" or "here."

All other responses would'be scored as partially correct (seems to be correct

but not intelligible enough); incorrect (student gives wrong room part); or.

no response. In order to pass this test, the student must make 15 correct

responses out of 16. Scores less than this. require training.

Trainirri: In this part a student is taught to use his names for room

parts to tell where an object has been placed. (It is possible that a student

may be taught to respond with the one-word response, "There" as he points tot

object or with the two-word response, "There name of ob'ect," or "ame of

obiect there," as he points to the objeCt; however, the response of naming the

place where the object has been put is a more desirable and useful training goal.)
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A number of methods could be used to teach this part to students; the

following is a 2-step method which can be used:

First, a trainer begins with the initial training task (i.e., shoe on

floor) and after picking up the object (i.e., shoe), he would point to the

appropriate room part (i.e., floor) where that object will next be placed,

asking "What is this?" Prompting is provided if needed to get the student to

correctly name the room part ("Say, 'floor'.") Then, the student is quickly

praised and the trainor places the ob,:lct in his hand on the room part just

named and asks the student, "Where is the shoe?" as he points to the object.

If the student responds with the correct room part name, he is prrAsed, given

feedback ("The shoe is on the floor,") and given a token. If the student gives

an incorrect response or no response, then an imitative prompt is used by the

trainer to get him to name the place where the object has been placed (i.e.,

"Say, 'floor'.")

After the student is correctly naming the room part in response to both

questions ("What is this?" and "Where is the EALL?") without other prompts,

then the last step in training may be worked on. In this step the trainer

would stop using the first room Part naming question and only place the object

on the room part asking "Where is the aALL?" If the student is unable to cor-

rectly give the name of the room part in response to this question, the trainer

should go back to the earlier step and ask the student, "What is thls?" as he

points to the room part; when the student answers, the trainer again asks,

"Where is the ob'ect on 'that room part?" If the student still does not give the

name of the room part, the trainer may initially provide an imitative prompt

after this last question ("Say, 'floor'.") Training continues until the student

is able to give the name of the correct room part on which an object has been

placed in response to the single question "Where is the BALL?" without any

prompting.
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If ht-. student hein;', trained in this pr:rt of the program is able to

imitate phra3es (3d.), then a:::_or mItering a one-word response to the question

"Where is the FALL?", the trainer might try to get the student to answer with a

two-word respone such as: "Shce chair," "On chair," or even a three-word

resporn.: such as: "Shce on chair," or "On the chair."

7c. TellinL; .7he 1:ck2.7 part is pointed to:

Test: The attend,Int places a large doll on the table in front of the

student (doll should ha1.e visible teeth and hair). The attendant then points

to either a body part on the student or one on the doll and asks, "Whose nose

is this?" Each of the four body parts trained in 6c are asked about: eye,

nose, teeth, and hair. Also since both the student s and the doll's body parts

arc asked about, there are eight different commands to be tested:

1. baby's nos 5. student's nose
2. baby's eye 6. student's eye
3. baby's teeth 7. student's teeth
4. baby's hair 8. student's hair

All eight combinations listed above are each tested two times in a mixed-up

order making 16 test items.

Correct responses must either be "Baby's" or "Baby" if a baby's body part

was pointed to or "Mine," if the student's body part was pointed to. Other

correct responses include the student 8 awn name (i.e., "Tommy's") when his

body part was pointul to or "Doll's" when the doll's body part was pointed to.

Also any two-word responses, if correct err? intelligible, may be scored as

correct ("Baby's eye," "my hair," etc.) All correct responses must be intel-

ligible to an average careful listener. In order to pass this test the student

must make 15 correct responses out of 16 possible; scores less than 15 require

training.
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Trtininv: in part 5c. (pointing to body parts: student's or baby's)

the stmlent was taut to dilicrir.inate the difference between his own body

part and those of a doll. In this part the student learns to tell, with one

or more words, whose body part is pointed co by the trainer. This latter Skill

is build directly on the skill learned in part 5c. The student will be taught

at first to give a one-word answer to the question, "Whose body part is this?"

- either "by's" or ":4ine" (houever, the student's name may be used in place

of "Mine"). Some students may later learn to reply with a two-word response

naming both the owner ("Baby's" or "My") and the body part, i.e., "Baby'

hair", "My eye", etc.).

The following training procedure is suggested to teach the student to tell

whoso body part is being pointed to by the trainer. For example, the trainer

points to and touches the student's nose and says, "Whose nose is this?"

(A mirror may be used to show the student his body part in this early training

step.) Next, the trainer gives an imitative prompt to get the student to copy

the correct answer: "Say, 'Mine'." If the student imitates the word in an

understandable way, he is praised, given feedback ("That's Tommy's nose,")

and a token. Then the trainer should slowly stop giving the student the

imitative prompt so that the student can answer with the word "Mine" by him-

self. If the.child answers "Mine" and the trainer either says, "Good, thaCs

yours," or "Good, that's mine," the student may become mixed'up; therefore, the

feedback mentioned above should use'the child's name rather than a pronoun to

avoid the confusion which would result.

Once the student correctly says "Mine," to "Whose nose is this?" as the

trainer points to the students nose, the next step is taken; the.trainer points

to the doll's nose and says, "Whose nose is this?" The trainer may give the'
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student an imitative.prept ("Say, 'F..ahy's',") or mny use the question, "What

is thi:;?" :15 he points co the baby. Either prompt would assist the student

in making the correct response "1>by's." Training on this continues until

the sturic:nt can anwer "iItby's" without any pro::?ts whenever the trainer

points to the doll's nose and say:i "Whose nese is this?"

Training is done in a s.imilur way on all the four 'haylarts of the

doll and student. The student should learn to give the correct answer when the

questions are asked in a mixed-up order.

If the student being trained in this part of the program is able to

imitate phrases (3d), then after mastering a one-word response to the question,

"Who.e is this?", the trainer might try to get the student to answer

with a two-word response such as: "Baby's nose," or "My nose."

7d. Tellin',t the trainer to perform an activity:

Test: The attendant places some small candies and a ball on the testing

table in view but not in reach of the student. The attendant stands as the

student remains seated and asks the question, "What do you want me to do?"

The student is expected to give one of the six commands for an activitY learned

in 6d (jump, sit, march, roll the ball, bounce the ball, and eat). As soon as

the student gives one of these commands, the,attendant should perform the requested

activity in full view of the student.

The same question, "':Ihat do you want me to do?" is asked the student six

different times allowing enough time for the student to respond in between

each question. In order to pass this test, the student must give at least four

of the six commands while two of his answers may be repeats of the same commands

or other incorrect responses (naming objects, body parts, etc.) or no response.

Also, each of the commands given by the child must be intelligible to an average

careful listener in order to be scored correct. If a student scores less than
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four, trainin,; on thi:4 part ahouid he (Noce: Other cozumands nut

trained on thi:i program may bz: given by the student and scored correct,

such a:i'"Clap," "Sing a-song," "Dance': etc. When com=ands such as these

arc given, the attendant should still poi-fon:1 the requested activity, if

within rea-;on, so the student is encouraged to continue cocmanding acti-

vities to the question, "What do you want me to do?")

Traininp: The purpose of this part is to begin to teach the student

that he can use words to tell others to do things, such as perform various

activities. This skill of requesting others to do something is similar to

that taught in 7a. (asking for an object.) Also, many of the same dif-

ficulties of training a student to "want" a particular object from a group

of eight objects are again met when one tries to train a student to "want" a

trainer to perform a particular activity out of a group of six different acti-

vities. Despite these difficulties in training this skill, once a studr- can

use words to reciuest others to perform activities, generally, he wL_ continue

to do so if those persons being asked continue to perform the requested acti-

vities; that is, students often seem to regard this skill of commanding others

to do something as being rather fun.

In order to train this, the trainer should again, as in part 4d and 6d, have

a ball and candy on the table and shuld stand up so he is ready to perform the

standing activities (sit, march, jump). The remaining three activities (eat,

roll the ball, bounce the ball) may also be performed by the trainer as he

'stands. After determining task training order for the student, the trainer

begins by standing up and asking the question, "What do you want me to do?"

If the student does respond with one of,the six activities (or another different

activity), the trainer immediately performs it for the student, praises him and
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gives hirz a tcen. If the stu,2ent. dc:es not respond by naming the activity,

the trainer help5; him by living him an imitative prompt such as "Say, 'jbmp'."

When the sudent says jemp, the trainer im:7.ediately jumps far the student,

prai2s :71c1 ivcs him :1 t::en. Uc command should be worked on at least three

time ir a ro:1 to encourae the student to say the co7mand after the trainer

asks ti,e que':,tion and before the trainer must give an imitative prompt ("Say,

'jump'.") As the student is successful in quickly imitating a number of

prompted ce=ands after ttle trainer's question, then the trainer should begin

droppin;; out the imitative prompt; at first, the trainer may only give a partial

prompt afLer as;king the question leaving out the "Say," in the prompt, "What

do you wu"t me to do?. . .Jump". :Text, as the student is successful, the trainer

could morely begin saying the command and the first sound of the command:

"What do you want me to do?. . .
The trainer should always hesitate a

few secomis after the question so the student has a chance to respond without a

prompt, rather than always hurrying to give the student assistance by telling

him an activity to request. Training continues until the student will request at

least four of the six activities without any prompting by the trainer. If

a student is unable to imitate phrases, the shortened forms of the two longer

commands (roll the ball and bounce the ball) may be used: "Roll" and "Bounce.

iinmirn, a missing ob'ect:'

Test: The attendant should place all eight objects (ball, hat, key, shoe,

baby, car, spoon, comb) and the small box (shoe box size) on the testing table.

The attendant picks up three of the objects and places them one at a time into

the box as the student watches. The attendant then turns her back on the student

and removes one of the three objects, shcws the student the open box again and

asks, "What's gone?" The student is expected to name the missing object in an
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intelliible way in order to be scored a correct re:;ponse. Enough time is

allo::ed for che student to watch the attendant place the three objects into the

box and for a response from the student after the question is asked. The

attendant cLowles eiht different ;;roups of three objects each for the test

items, each time removing one of the three object (taking care not to remove the

same object repeatedly or the last one put into the box; this is prevented

by writing out on a test form--befere testing, all the 8 test items and which

object for each set will be removed.)

In order to pass this test, the student must name at least seven of the

eight objects removed from the box in an intelligible way which could be under-

stood by a careful average listener. If the student names an object put into

the box but not the one removed, he is scored a partially correct response;

all other responses are incorrect (names another object or gives any other

word) or no response. Students scoring less than 7 correct responses should

be trained on this part.

Training: In this part the student is taught to name a missing object - an

object which was present but is now missing or gone. The student is shown

three of the usual objects. The trainer turns his back and removes one from

the box without le":ting the student see. The trainer then turns back around,

shows the student the remaining t.t.!o objects and says, "What's gone?" The

student is required to name the missing object.

To train this skill, the following procedure is suggested. In the first

step, the trainer places the object into the box. After pointing to the object,

the trainer asks the student, "What's this?" When the student names the object

(prompt only if necessary by saying, "Say 'PALL') the trainer allows him to

watch as the object is removed from the box and placed on the table. Then the
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trainer point:; to the euTty space in the box and says, "What's gene?" If

the !,:ud'cht not zive the na;:.e of the object just removed, the trainer

should point .back to the object and pro:npt him "What's this?" When the studcnt

label4 the mi:;in,,; object correctly with thi:i prompt, praise and labeling feed-

back are iven ("The F.AT.I,.is gone.")

When the student is able to name the missing object with the "What is this?"

prompt, then the traincr Aould begin omitting this prompt; object removed from

box as ;tudent watches, ttainer points to empty space in box and asks, "What's

gone?" and, if no correct response is given by the student, the trainer repeats

the question and gives a partial prompt by pointing to the removed object..

Praise, to:,..en and feedback are given ("The BALL's gone.").

In the third step, the trainer should teach the student to answer the.same

question (".,:hat's gone?") without allowing him to watch as the trainer removes

the !ingle ehject froM the box with his back turned. Imitative prompts are

given only if needed and faded out as soon as possible: "Say BALL"." Then,

when the student is able to do this without imitative prompts, the fourth step

is trained. Two objects arc placed in the box and the student is asked to name

each when twice asked the question: "What is this?" Then, one of the two

objects is removed as the student watches. The trainer points to the eMpty

space in the box (one object is still remaining in the box) and asks, "What's

gone?" The student is prompted by the trainer if needed as done above (point

to the removed object and asked, "What is tLs?"). This step is worked on by

the trainer until the student can name the object removed from the box. The

trainer, in the fifth step (as in the second) fades out the prompt question

("What is this?") and if necessary, partially prompts by pointing to the missing

object after asking "What's gone?" Next, the sixth step is taught as in step
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three: tilt; :;tudent is taught to answer the same question ("What's gone?")

without hcitv allowed by the trainer to watch as one of the two objects is

removed from the box when the trainer's back is turned. Imitative promps may

be used if needed but should be faded out before going on ("Say 'RAW.")

The seventh step in training this task repeats the first and fourth steps

but uses three objects. The trainer places three objects in the open box asking

the question "What's this?" about each of the objects. Then the trainer r

moves one, as the student watches and again asks, "What's gone?" as he points to

the empty space in the box. If the student is unable to tell what is gone from

the box, the same naming prompt is u3ed as in step one and three: trainer

points to the removed object lying on the table and asks, "What's this?"

Finally, the prompt question is faded out as well as pointing to the removed

object and when the student can answer, the eighth and last training step is

taken. This step, like step three and six, requires the trainer remove one of

the three objects from the box as his back is turned on the student preventing

him from seeing that object. The student is shown the two remaining objects in

the open box and is asked "What's gone?" He then is trained until he can name

the misSing object without any assistance (such as revealing the missing ob-

ject quickly and asking, "What is this?" and then repeating the 'Vhat's gone?"

question.)'

The feedback given to the student when he names the missing_object is

"That's right. The ball is gone." This type of feedback may later help the

student to learn to say the two-word answer to the "What's gone?" question:

"Ball gone."
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APPENDIX A

Definitions:

1. Reinforcer: (reward) an object or event (food, toy, smile, praise, token,

hug, etc.) which will increase the number of times a response occurs if it

is given to a student over a period of time immediately following that

particular response.

2. Reinforcement: the process of purposefully giving a reinforcer to the

student immediately following a particular response.

3. Response: any behavior that can be observed (saying a uord, smiling, looking

when one's name is called, blinking one's eyes, clapping one's hands in

imitation of someone else clapping, touching a particular object on command,

jumping on command, etc.)

4. Continuous 7einforcemenL: Use of reinforcement following every correct

response or partially correct response for the purpose of getting the

student to learn a particular response; this procedure of giving continuous

reinforcement is especially good for initially getting a student to quickly

learn a new response.

. Intermittant reinforcement: use of reinforcement following some correct

responses or partially correct responses rather than following every single

correct or partially correct response. Intermittant reinforcement could be

regularly spaced intermittant reinforcement (reward the student every other

correct response, or every fourth response and ignore those in between)

or it could be mixed up or randomly spaced reinforcement of correct responses
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(reward the 1st, 4th, 5th, 7th and 9th correct responses). This procedure

makes a student who already knows a particular response (calling the object

'ball by its name, "ball") more apt to remember this response over a

period of time--intermittant reinforcement makes a response stronger than

if the student always were rewarded every time he made that response:

6. Shaping: is the method of reinforcing a student for bnly beginning to make

a new response or for making only part of that response rather than waiting

for him to make a perfect, complete response before giving him reinforcement.

This encourages a student when he is first trying a new response. For

example, if you are trying to teach a student to.imitate you when you hit

the table with a hammer, you would say, "Do this," and demonstrate this

response as he watches and then put the hammer in front of him. If he merelY

picked up the hammer but did not hit the table and you then immediately

praised him and gave him a token or juice; this would be shaping his re-

sponse of imitating you when you hit the table with a hammer. By reinforcing

him at this point, you are letting him know that he is doing something

correct and he will be more apt to pick up the hamner following the next

demonstration. However, in order to continue to shape the entire correct

response (of hammering the table in imitation) you must gradually expect

the student to do more of the whole response with or without help from you.

With help: pushing his arm toward the table as he holds the hammer so there

is a bang and then reinforcing him; without help: waiting for him to

accidently hit the table with the hammer and immediately giving him reinforce-

ment. By this process, approximate responses are shaped into correct responses.

7. Prompting: is the process of providing a student with assistance for the

purpose of getting him to make the correct response.
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a. Physical Prompting: generally refers to the process of physically

putting the individual through all or portions of the correct response.

This could include any of the following: moving a student's hand to

touch an object asked for by the trainer; sitting a student down in a

chair after giving him the command to "Sit"; pointing to the object

the student has been asked to give the trainer, etc.; demonstrating to

the student the movement response and expecting him to imitate ("Jump",

"do this" and show the student how to jump, etc.)

b. Vocal Promptin2: consists of using instructions or word cues to help

the student make the correct response. This could include any of the

following: urging the student to touch his nose as he moves his hand

up towards his face, repeating part of the command which was not fol-

lowed by the student ("Get the shoe AND the BALL.") giving the student

the word response and expecting him to imitate it ("What is this?"

as you point to the car, "Say, 'CAR'.").

8. Fadin,,-: is the gradual process of giving less and less assistance to the

student as you are training him to perform a certain response and at the

same time expecting him to perform more and more of that response by him-

self without help. For example, when training a student to answer the

question, "Whose hair is this?" as you point to the hair of the doll, you

might initially have to provide the student with a complete vocal prompt:

"Say, 'baby's hair',"

9. Time Out: is either regarded as an extinction procedure or a mild form of

punishment which involves moving a student from the positive reinforcers.

to a situation where thc-e are no positive reinforcers for that individual;
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it is generally used as a consequence for undesirable behavior for the

purpose of decreasing the behavior that it follows; may vary from turning

one's head away from the student for a few seconds to leaving him alone

in room, to removal of the student from the situation to a time,out seat or

roc---each degree of time out being contingent upon the undesirable

behavior.
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APPENDIX B

Equipment U,:cd In Retarded Trainer - Student Language Program Flow Chart A

(Starred equipment is not needed for direct training by an attendant: Flow Chart 11)

1. Trainer boxes containing (one

a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

1.

j.

bell
pounding table with hammer

rock-a-stack
xylaphone
cup with two blocks
drinking plastic glass

hat
doll with hair and teeth
shoe (tennis shoe or other

child's shoe)
comb

needed per trainer):

*2. Training card file (one per retarded trainer)

*3. Training card holder

keys on ring or string
spoon
car
ball
cardboard box with top
(shoe box size)
two coffee cans (1 lb. and
2 lb.) with tops
about 50 poker chips or
checkers of one color

timer
small envelope of red tags

(one per retarded trainer)

4. Attendant notebooks containing:

a.

b.

*c.

daily log sheets
dividers in notebook for each student

packet of stars for retarded trainers daily work sheets

d. trainers calendars

e. testing forms

*5. Portable handled carriers (one per attendant)

*a. to hold articles for purchase by retarded trainers: 5c, 10c and higher-

priced objects to be purchased by trainers following each session (may

be used also with higher functioning students on token reinforcement

with a set.value for each token)

*b. individually labeled boxes for the storage of each retar&; trainer's

savings and a money box supplied with pennies and small change

6. Portable handled carriers to hold food reinforcers for students:

(one per attendant)

a-. small, zip-lock bags of marshmellows, M and M's, cheezies, animal

crackers, candy corn, etc.

b. cupcake can (6 cups) to hold a selection of reinforcdrs

c. plastic container of kool-aide and supply of paper cups

d. covered container of applesauce or pudding

e. roll of paper towels

7. Attendant training and testing manual for the Modified Language

Acquisition Program

*8. Screen (may also be needed when retarded trainers are not used)

9. Training room with table and chairs
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APPENDIX C

Picture training cards for each part of the MLAP to guide the retarded trainer

General guidelines for making picture training cards:

1. It is easiest to put the drawings on ditto masters so as many copies

of the pictures can easily be made; for the present project the dittos

were divided into five 3" by 5" sections so the drtIvings could be cut

apart with a paper cutter after being run and would fit into the roto-

recipe files used by the trainer. This size also fits easily into the

photograph holder books which were used by trainers with limited arm

movement (each page of these books held many task cards making it un-

necessary to turn a page for every task).

2. Each task picture described for all parts below should have three copies

so a task can be programmed to be repeated at least three times in a session.

3. Picture training cards are most easily kept in order when filed in a

shoe box with index card dividers to mark phases and part divisions.

4. If a trainer can read then tasks may merely be written on cards or the

trainer, at this level of functioning, may be able to train without using

task cards at all.
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1. Attending Phase

a. sitting: no cards needed (trained by attendant)

b. sitting without T.C.M.R.: no cards needed (trained by attendant)

c. looking at objects: all eight objects are shown singly on cards

d. pre-trial eye contact: same as c.

2. Motor Imitation Phase

a. with objects: pictures of all 14 tasks; show action in picture

(for example: "put hat on head" task card shows a boy holding a

hat over his head with arrows pointing from the hat downward.)

b. with body parts: pictures of all 14 tasks; as in 2a show the

action made with the body parts.

3. Vocal Imitation Phase

a. gross vocal: photographs of someone saying the sound "ah" best

illustrates the task for the retarded trainer.

b. vowel imitation: additional photographs of someone saying the

"oh", and "oo" sounds plus the "ah" photographs of 3a.

"e",

c. word imitation: pictures of all the words to be imitated.

d. phrase imitation: phrases can be illustrated with pictures
("ball and key" illustrated with a picture of both objects, etc.)

4. Basic Receptive Phase

a. touching objects: in this part a series of cards picturing
objects is used to guide the retarded trainer through the four

training steps outlined in the manual. Therefore, cards are

first needed which picture each object singly, then two objects,

three objects, and finally all eight objects. It was found to ba

easiest to illustrate the first three steps by picturing all eight

objects singly for the first step, all eight objects with another

object for the second step, and all eight objects with two other

objects for the third step. The object the-trainer would ask the

student for was circled (a card at step two could show a ball and

comb with the comb circled; this would guide tha trainer to place
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these two objects in front of the student and ask him to touch the

comb.) However, the most difficult step of training this part,

using all eight objects, is best illustrated by picturing only one

object, uncircled to differentiate it from step one, and training

the trainer to remember that this means to put all objects out and

ask for the one pictured. Picturing all eight objects seemed to result

in the trainer taking'pains to arrange the objects as pictured since

this was done.in the first three training steps. In the first three

st:t7ps the position of the asked for object (the circled object) should

be varied so as to prevent the trainer from always asking for an

object in the same position which would result in the student learning

to respond to position rather than to the word.

b. pointing to room parts: all four room parts were pictured, and the

one to be asked of the student was circled.

c. pointing to body parts: again as in 4b it seemed'easiest to merely

picture the four body parts singly on cards.

d. performing acttvities: the activities were drawn to show action but

often were not readily remembered by the trainer (especially roll

versus bounce the ball and march versus jump).. For this reason

photographs might be more effective.

e. finding an object (not visible): the pictures of single objects,

uncircled, as in the last training step of 4a were used. However,

it may have made the trainer more independent if the single object

was placed on a table visible but behind a screen to remind the trainer

haw to set up the training materials (in the present project trainers

often had to be reminded to hide the objects when using the cards

first suggested.)

5, Expansion Receptive Phase

a, giving trainer two objects: a large number of object pair Combinations

were selected making sure all objects were pictured equally often and

th same number of times on the right and the left of the picture card.

This latter point was taken into consideration since trainers generally

responded to the picture in one direction (either asking for the object

pictured on the right first or on the left first.) Sixteen pairs were

selected.

b, placing an object on a room part: since there are 32 possible com-

binations and three copies of each card are needed, it is best to

merely select sixteen different combinations. Again, one should make

sure that all objects and all room parts are used approximately the

same number of times.

C. pointing to body parts (possession: self and baby's): since there are

only eight possible combinations here, all are pictured. The drawings

showed a hand touching either a body part on a doll or on a boy's face.
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d. finding two objects (not visible): the same pictures used for part

5a were used here. However, it would be better to picture, as in
4e, the two objects to be asked for on a table partially hidden by

a screen.

6. Basic Expressive Phase

a. naming objects: same as 4e, each object is pictured single.

b. naming room parts: same cards used as in 4b.

c. naming body parts: same cards used as in 4c.

d. naming activities: same cards used as in 4d.

e. naming a missing object: same cards used as in 4e.

7. Expansion Expressive Phase

a. asking for an object: the objects the student was trained to ask
for were merely pictured as in part 4e.

b. telling where an object is: same cards used as in part 5b.

c. telling whose body part is pointed to: same cards used as in part 5c.

d. telling trainer to perform an activity: same cards used as in part 4d.

e. naming a missing object: cards used here were the same as those in the

third training step of part 4a. Each card pictured three object:3, one
of which was circled to indicate to the trainer which object was t be

removed. In addition to these cards, the same cards -dsed for the first

two training steps of part 4a were also used to guide the trainer during

the first two training steps of part 7e: first cards used pictured a
single object and second cards pictured the two objects which were
placed in the box, one circled to indicate which one was to be removed.

NOTE: For all the parts in phases 4 through 7, if an artist is available,
or if there are enough funds for photographs, the task cards could be

better suited to the specific command or question the trainer must give

for that task. For example, in the Basic Expressive Phase, the asking
command could be differentiated from the command used in the Basic
Receptive Phase by showing a trainer holding up the object to indicate
"What is this?" while the cards for 4a could merely show a hand touching
the object to be asked for. These changes would allow the trainer to
become more independent as he trains students in different parts during

one session--he could go from part to part and continue training with-

out any command reminders from the attendant.
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Picture Training Card Examples

1. Used for parts 4c,
5c, 6c and 7c.

2. Used for parts 4b and
6b.

3. Used for parts 5a and

50.
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THE MODIFIED LANGUAGE ACQUISITION PROGRAM FINAL TESTS
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THE MODIFIED LANGUAGE ACQUISITION PROGRAM FINAL TESTS

TO ACCOMPANY TIE MODIFIED LANGUAGE ACQUISITION PROGRAM*

Student Reinforcer:
A. Check one:

Date
token no token

Examiner B. Check one or more and specify:
food: 1. solid

Test Purpose: Check One 2. soft

Initial Test 3. drink

Follow-up Final Test (1, 2, 3, 4) other: 1. toy

2. other

VENERAL DIRECTIONS: The child's performance on each trial is recorded in the

blank following the response as one of the following:

+ correct response'
(+) approximation

incorrect response
NR no response

With the exception of the first two parts in the Attending

Phase (see the description for those parts in the testing

manual) each correct response is worth one point and all

other responses are not worth any points or fraction of

points.

SUIDIARY OF SCORES: Number of possible points follow individual part, and

number of points needed to pass are in parenthesis. Total

scores, enter them below, and circle training area(s).

I. Attending Phase
A. Sitting - 30 (30)

B. Elimination of ICMR - 30 (30)

C. Looking at objects - 5 (5)

D. Pre-Trial Eye Contact - 5 (5)

II. Motor Imitation Phrase
A. With Objects - 8 (7)

B. With Body Parts - 8 (7)

*MLAP was adapted from: Kent, L., Klein, D., Falk, A., and Guenther, H.,

"A Language Acquisition Program for the Retarded". In McLean, J.E., Yoder, D.E.,

.and Schiefelbusch, R.L., (eds.) Language intervention with the Retarded:

developing strite2ies, Baltimore, Maryland: University Park Press, 1972; by

Martha F.Snell, Michigan State University, Department of Elementary and Special

Education, 1972.
The MLAPFT are meant to be accompanied by the testing and training procedures

described in: A nedified Languarrie Acauisition Program for use by Attendants and

Attendant-Supervised aetarded Trainer-Student Pairs, Martha E. Snell, 1972.

For additional reference, see:
Kent, L. Language Accuisition Program for the Severely Retarded.

Champaign,--171.: Research-Press, 1974.



III. Vocal Imitation Phase
A. Groqs yocal - 3 (3)

B. Vowel - 12 (11)

C. Word - 36 (33)

D. Phrase - 20 (no passing score)

IV. Basic Receptive Phase (Understanding single

A. Touching Objects - 16 (15)

B. Pointing to Room Parts-8 (7)

C. Pointing to Body Parts-8 (7)

D. Performing Activities-12 (11)

E. Finding an Object - 16 (15)

(Not Visible)

V. Receptive Expansion Phase (Understanding
A. Giving Trainer 2 Objects - 10

B. Placing Object on Room Part -

C. Pointing to Body Parts - 16
(self and baby's)

D. Finding 2 Objects - 10
(Not Visible)

words that label)

combinaticns of words that

(9)

10 (9)

(15)

VI. Basic Expressive Phase (Using single

A. Naming.Objects - 16

B. Naming Room Parts - 8

C. Naming-Body Parts - 8

D. Naming Activities - 12

E. Naming a Concealed Object - 16

(9)

words to label)
(15)

(7)

(7)

(11)

(15)

VII. Expressive Expansion Phase (Using combinations

A. Asking for an Object - 4
B. Telling Where Object Is - 16

C. Telling Whose Body Part is Pointed to - 16

D. Telling Trainer to Perform an Activity - 6

E. Naming a Missing Object - 8

of words to label)
(4)

(15)

(15)

(4)

(7)

label)

SCORING SECTION PERFORMANCE

I. Attending Phase

I-A Sitting Still: Note whether child sits without prompts or receipts

of reinforcers for 30 seconds. If less than 30 seconds, note number

of seconds child sits: seconds

I-B Elimination of Incomnatible Motor Responses (Getting rid of movements

that interfere with training): Note whether child exhibits incom-

patible motor behavior within the 30 second sitting period; if so,

note number of seconds child sits without ICMR: seconds

Description of any ICMR:
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I-C Looking at Objects: Note whether child looks at correct objects

at this," and points to the object.when
Total

trainer says, "Look

1. key spoon comb baby car

2. key spoon comb baby car

3. key spoon comb baby car

4. key comb baby car

5. hey

.spoon

spoon comb baby car

I-D Pre-Trial Eve Contact: Trainer presents initial Inventory "C"

again, delaying each trial slightly (may wait 5 seconds), giving

each child an opportunity to look at her before giving the command

to "Look at this." Note whether child looks at trainer (without-

prompting) prior to each of the 5 "Look at this" trials. Total

1. spoon comb key baby car

2. spoon comb key baby car

3, spoon comb key baby car

4. spoon comb key baby car

5. spoon comb key baby car

Motor Imitation Phase: Trainer says, "Do this", and presents the following

imitative models for the child to imitate.

II-A Imitation with Ob'ects Total

1. Hammer a peg on a toy peg table

2. Point to a chair

3. Place a single ring on a supported

vertical stick
4. Point to a chair

5. Put a hat on one's head

6. Put a hat on one's head

7. Place a single ring on a
supported vertical stick

8. Hammer a peg on a toy peg table

II-B Imitation with Body Parts Total

1. Touch one's nose
2. Stick tongue out of mouth

3. Stick tongue out of mouth

4. Touch stomach with both hands

5. Touch one's nose
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6. Put both arms straight out

horizontally at sides

7. Touch stomach with both hands

8. Put both arms straight out
horizontally at sides

Vocal Imitation Phase

III-A Gross Vocal Imitation: Trainer says, "Do this, say 'ah'",

presenting thrce times for the child to imitate. Total

1. "Do this, say 'ah'"

2. "Do this, say lahl"

3. "Do this, say 'ah'"

III-B Vowel Imitation: Trainer says,
imitate. Total

"Say 'ah'", presenting each vowel

for the child to

1. ah 7. ee

2. ee 8. oo

3. oh 9. oh

4. ee 10. ah

5. oo 11. oh

6. ah 12. oo

III-C Word Imitation: Trainer says, "Say hat," presenting each word for

the child to imitate. Total

1. hat 19. floor

2. gone
20. ball

3. floor 21. shoe

4. nose
22. nose

5. comb 23. hair

6. car 24. car

7. comb
25. gone

8. table 26. table

9. eye 27. baby

10. hat 28. teeth

11. spoon 29. key

12. shoe 30. ball

13. spoon 31. baby

14. chair 32. box

15. hair 33. eye

16. box 34. mine

17. chair 35. mine

18. key 36. teeth
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III-D Phrase Imitation: Trainer says, "Say
child to imitate.

key and comb," presenting
Totaleach phrase for the

1. Key and comb 11. Baby's eye

2. Key on chair 12. Spoon baby

3. my hair 13. Baby floor

4. Baby floor 14. Key on chair

5. my hair 15. Baby's hair

6. Key and comb 16. My teeth

7. Hat and spoon 17. Baby's eye

8. Spoon baby 18. Baby's hair

9. Hat and spoon 19. My eye

10. Ny teeth 20. My eye

IV. Basic Receptive Phase (*Understanding single words that label)

IV-A Touching Objects: Trainer places objects on table in front of

child and within his reach and says, "Show me the comb".

Total

1. comb 9. hat

2. car 10. spoon

3. comb 11. baby

4. key 12. key

5. ball 13. shoe

6. ball 14. shoe

7. car 15. baby

8. spoon 16. hat

IV-B Pointing to Room Parts: Trainer places a box and chair in view of

the child and says, "Shoe me the floor." Total

1: floor 5. floor

2. box 6. chair

3. table 7. table

4. chair 8. box

IV-C Pointing to Body Parts: Trainer faces child and says, "Show me

(child's name) nose." Total

2. nose 5. eye

2. eye 6. nose

3. teeth 7. hair

4. teeth 8. hair
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IV-D Performirw, Activity: Trainer places a boll and food on the table in

front of the child. Both trainer and child stand as trainer gives

each command. Note response to: Total

1. junp
2. sit

3. roll the ball
4. march
5. roll the ball

6. march

7. sit

8. jump
9. eat

10. bounce the ball

11. bounce the ball

12. eat

IV-E Finding Objects - Not Visible: Objects are placed behind the screen
"Go get the ball."while

Total
the child watches. Trainer says,

1. ball 9. hat

2. spoon 10. shoe

3. key 11. comb

4. baby 12. car

5. spoon 13. comb

6. key 14. car

7. baby 15. hat

8. ball 16. shoe

V. Receptive Expansion Phase (Understanding two words that label)

V-A Giving Trainer Two Objects: Trainer places all objects on table

and says, "Give me the car and the baby." (Hold out both hands)

Total

1. car and baby
2, spoon and hat

3. key and car
4. key and car
5. car and spoon

6. shoe and
7. baby and

8. baby and
9. shoe and

10. baby and

comb
ball
shoe
spoon
comb

V-B Placing bbiects on room parts: Trainer places all objects and the

box on the table and says, "Put the ,spoon in the box." Total

1. spoon in box

2. car in box
3. spoon on floor

4, shoe in box
5, car on table

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

V-C Touching Body Parts (Self and Baby's):

of child and says, "Shaw me the baby's

baby on table
key on chair
baby in box
comb on floor
car on chair

Trainer places a doll in front

teeth." Total

1. baby's teeth 4. child's hair

2. child's teeth 5. child's hair

3. child's teeth 6. baby's eye
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7. baby's hair 12. child's nose

8. baby's eye 13. child's nose

9. baby's teeth 14. child's eye

10. child's eye 15. baby's nose

11. baby's hair 16. baby's nose

V-D Findina two obiects (not visible): Objects are placed behind the

screen while caild watches. Trainer says, "Go get the comb and

the shoe." Total

1. comb and shoe

2. key and hat

3. hat and shoe

4. hat and shoe

5. car and spoon

6. baby and-car

7. baby and Car
8. shoe and baby

9. comb and hat

10. spoon and baby

VI. aasic Expressive Phase (Using single words to label)

VI-A Namina Ob'ects: Trainer says, "What is this?" as each object is

held up, one at a time. Total

1. key 9.

2. baby 10.

3. car 11.

4. baby 12.

5. car 13.

6. shoe 14.

7. comb 15.

8. ball 16.

hat
spoon
key
ball
hat
comb
spoon
shoe

VI-B Naming Room Parts: Trainer notes the child's response while

pointing to various room parts and says, "What is this?" Total

1. chair 5.

2. box 6.

3. chair 7.

4. box 8.

floor
table
table
floor

VI-C Naming Body Parcs: Trainer notes child's response as she points

to his body parts and to the child's body parts and says, "What .

is this?" Total

1. teeth 5.

2. nose 6.

3. nose 7.

4. eye 8.
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VI-D Naming Activities: Trainer performs activity and then says, "What

did I do?" Total

1. eat
2. sit
3. roll the ball
4. bounce the ball
5. jump
6. bounce the ball

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

roll the ball
sit
march
jump
march
eat

VI -E Naming Concealed Objects: Trainer notes child's response while
placing it in box, covering box, andshowing object to child,

saying, "What is in the box?"

1. ball 9. hat

2. baby 10. spoon

3. car 11. key

4. baby 12. ball

5. car 13. comb

&J. shoe 14. key

7. comb 15. spoon

8. shoe 16. hat

VII. Expressive Exaonsion Phase (Using combinations of words to label)

VII-A Asking for Objects: Trainer notes child's response when he shows
child box of eight objcts, then tips it away or puts under the

table, and says, "WhaL do you want?" Total

1. "What do you want?"
2. "What do you want?"

VII-B Telling
part as
asking,

3. "What do you want?"
4. "What do you want?"

where an Object is: Trainer puts the object
the child watches and then notes the child's
"Where is the baby?" Total

1. baby on floor
2. spoon in box
3. comb on table
4. comb on chair
5. spoon on table
6. spoon in box
7. car on floor
8. hat on floor
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10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

ball on chair
key on table
key in box
ball on floor
car on table
baby in box
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hat on table
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VII-C Telling whose hod,' nart is nointed to: Trainer points to body
part on either the doll or the child and notes whether the child

correctly ans;:ers with either
to the question asked, "Whose

"baby's," "mine," etc., in response
nose is this?" Total

1. baby's nose 9. baby's teeth

2. baby's teeth 10. child's eye

3. baby's. hair 11. baby's hair

4. baby's nose 12. child's eye

5. baby's eye 13. child's eye

6. child's teeth 14. child's teeth

7. child's nose 15. baby's eye

8. child's nose 16. child's hair

VII-D Telling Trainer to perform an activity: Trainer notes child's
response to the question, "Te;hat do.you want me to do?", perform-
ing each activity requested by the child after the question.

Total

1. What do you want me to do?

2. What do you want me to do?

3. What do you want me to do?
4. What do you want me to do?
5. What do you want me to do?

6. What do you want me to do?

VII-E Naming Missing Obiects: As the child watches, trainer places 3
objects in a box and removes one out of his view and then notes
whether child names object missing from the group of 3 that he has

just seen. Trainer asks, "What is one?" Total

1. spoon baby key_

2. comb ball car

3. comb car baby
4. baby comb ball

5. key ball hat

6. car hat comb

7. hat spoon shoe

8. key baby spoon

Comments:
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APPENDIX E

Signs for the Words in the MIAP*

Manual signing may be incorporated into the MLAP:

a. with deaf students

b. temporarily with students who have some receptive skills, no vocal

expressive skills (may have SOME spontaneous manual expression),

and are receiving training at either 3a or 3b.

c. with all students who have no receptive, no vocal expressive, no

vocal imitative, no motor imitative skills nor even attending

skills as measured by the initial MLAP tests.

An inability to vocally express oneself can be very frustrating for

persons of normal intelligence as well as for retarded persons. This is

especially true if that retarded person has a high level of receptive or

understanding skills but a very low or practically nonexistent level of

expressive skills. Often such a person may have a hearing loss in which case

hearing tests should be administered as a first step in determining whether

there is a reduction in hearing acuity and whether hearing aids would

increase the hearing level. (It.should be routine to give hearing tests to

all non7verbal-or low verbal students prior to enrollment in any program for

language development. For further reference to techniques of hearing

assessment of non-verbal retarded students see:

1. Berger, S. L., "A clinical program for developing multimodal language

responses with atypical deaf children" in McLean, J. E., Yoder, D. E.,

and Schiefelbusch, R. L. (eds) Language Intervention with the Retarded,

developing strategies, Baltimore: University Park Press, 1972, p. 212-235.

2. Bricker, W. A. "A systematic approach to language training" in

Schiefelbusch, R. L. (ed.) Language of the Mentally Retarded, Baltimore:

University Park Press, 1972, p. 75-92.

* For additional reference, see:
Kent, L. Language Acquisition Program for the Severely Retarded.

Champaign, Research Press, 1974.
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3. Bricker; D., Bricker, W. A. and'Aarsen, L. A. "Operant Audiometry

Manual for Difficult-to-Test dhildren", Nasnville, Tennessee: Institute

on Mental Retardation and Intellectual Development, Peabody College,

IMRID papers and reports, Vol. V, No. 19, 1968.

4. Fulton, R. T. "A program of developmental research in audiologic

procedures", p. 169-188, in SchiefeIbusch, R. L., (ed.) Language of

the Mentally Renrded, Baltimore: University Park Press, 1972.

5. Lloyd, L. L. and Fulton, R. T. "Audiolou's contribution to communications

programming with the retarded", p. 111-129, in McLean, J. E., Yoder, D. E.,

and Schiefelbusch, R. L., (eds.) Language Intervention with the Retarded,

developing strategies, Baltimore: University Park Press, 1972.

6. Siegenthaler, B. M. and Haspiel, . T. I. P. D.'I. P. (Threshold

by Identification of Pictures--Discri-aination by Identification of

Pictures), The Pennsylvania State University, University Park, Pa.,

16802, 1970.)

Other students may, for various reasons, be "stuck" at the gross vocal

level or at an early sound imitation level. These persons may appear

unable to produce or perfect any understandable words even though they may

have some sounds. For these students a manual mode of expression may be

taught along with continued training towards vocal expression. It is not

believed by this author that such a procedure will retard development of

meaningful vocalizations since any manual expressive training would be

coupled with the spoken words by the trainer and with continued training in

vocal imitation. Rather this manual expressive training would provide the

retarded non-verbal student with

1. a temporary expressive communication system preventing further

social retardation and encouraging further use of communication

skills,

2. a cognitive expansion of his receptive skills laying the mental

foundation for later vocal expression.

The signs for the words in the MAP are listed by phase following the

training suggestions. The signs are from the Ameslan System (American Sign

Language) rather than from the Signed English System which, especially for
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this level of language instruction, is too complex and abstract. Signs and

training suggestions have been taken from the following sources which should

be consulted for additional signs:

1. O'Rourke, Terrence J., A Basic Course in Manual Communication, Silver

Spring, Maryland: National Association for the Deaf, 1970.

2. Harper, Beryl and Owens, Michael, Sian Lanuage: a teaching manual for

cottaze parents of non-verbal retardates, Pineville, La., Department

of Speech and Hearing, Pinecrest State School.

3. Fant, Louis J. Jr., Ameslan, Silver Spring, Md.: National Association

for the Deaf, 1973.

4. Riekehof, Lottie, Talk to the Deaf, Springfield, MD.: Gospel Publishing

House, 1963.

Trainina in the MLAP with sians and words

A. General suggestions for signing:

1. Learn signs thoroughly before beginning training so as to be

consistent and smooth in the rhythm of presenting the sign at a

slow deliberate pace.

2. Signs must be positioned correctly so as not to confuse visually

one sign with another.

3. Signs should be.placed as close to the body as.possible and

positioned between the shoulders and below the neck, but above

the waist. The exceptions are those signs which must be made

near the face.

4. Directly face the person that you are manually communicating with.

The trainer must take a student's visual handicaps into consideration

and not sign too close nor too far away.

5. Teach standardized signs so as to encourage generalization to other

situations and persons, to make sign learning by others easier and

to eliminate the possibility that'signs mean more than one word.

B. Initial procedures to teach new signs to students:

1. Overemphasize the signs making them "large" enough to be seen.

For example, the standard sign for "come" (index fingers rotated in

a circle as brough towards body) can be enlarged so a wide circle

is make with the hands and it is begun way out from the chest and

then brought towards the chest.
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2. Repetition of the signs; especially for those that cannot be made

"large" (i.e., nose), is another way to emphasize the sign for the

student. An example is nose: the nose is touched several times

rather than just once.

3. Giving the sign slowly will increase the chances that a student

will see and eventually understand the sign.

4. Don't look at your hands when you are signing for a student;
instead look at his face and keep your expressions consistent with
what you say and sign.

5. If a student has his own signs for words you are teaching, ignore

his sign and reinforce only the standardized sign you are teaching.

C. Nanual-Oral Stimulation:

Regardless of whether the student has hearing or not, the trainer
should always speak clearly and loudly while signing. This is important

so students with no hearing or with limited hearing eventually may

learn to lip read while those with hearing who already have under-
standing of some spoken words will continue to use and extend this

knowledge. Also the trainer should be careful to pair each sign with
the vocal expression of that sign so the student can begin to associate

the spoken word with the manual sign for that word - the rate of
signing and speaking should be the same. Another rule to keep in mind

when signing is to keep the mouth and hands within the student's eye

range so both may be viewed.

D. Specific suggestions for using signs with each phase'in the MLAP:

1. Phase 1: Attending

As the trainer gives the command to "Sit," "Look at this," etc.,
the signs for the words commanded also should be given following
the rules listed above. The student will learn only the meaning
of the signs and words for the commands taught in this phase
rather than to expressively use any of them.

Note: The sign "attend" is used here rather than the sign "Look
at," as its motion is clearer. However, the word "Watch"

is Spoken. Also "Now" may be added to the end of the
command for the overly inatentive student who must have
the commands repeated.
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SIGNS FOR PHASE 1

1. SIT, CHAIR - The right curved index and middle fingers are placed
crosswise on the left curved index and middle fingers,
both palms facing dawn.

2. NOW

IDEA: Right hand represents someone sitting on the chair.

- Place both bent hands before you at waist level, palms

up. Drop hands slightly.

IDEA: Indicates the time that is immediately before you.

3. ATTEND/ATTENTION (Say "Watch" whe! signing)
- Place open hands at either side of the eyes, like blinders

on a horse; then move both hands forward.

IDEA: Blinders help one to concentrate and prevent one
. from looking to the right or the left.

4. LOOK/WATCH - Place the "V" before the face, fingertips near the eyes,
then turn the "V" so that the fingertips point forward.*

5. ME

6. THIS

IDEA: "V" tips pointing to the place where the eyes
are looking.

- Point right index finger at yourself.

- With right forefinger pointing at left open palm,
move right forefinger in circular motion before touching
palm of left hand.

7. YOU - Point index finger out. (For plural, point index finger
out and move from left to right.)

*NOTE: Whenever specific letters of the manual alphabet are included as
part of a sign description, refer to the manual alphabet (No. 69)
at the end of Appendix E.
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3.

ATTENTION

5.

ME

-126-

2.

NOW

4.

LOOK

6.

THIS

YOU (SINGULAR)
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8.

LOOK/WATCH

10.

YOU

3. Phase 3: Vocal Imitation

9.

AND

DO/ACTIVITY

The trainer. signs as he says the command to "Watch and you do,

say ! " and "Say ' '." The single words and phrases are

signed for parts 3c and 3d. As the word or words to be imitated

are emphasied so are the signs. However, the "ah" sound and

the other vowel sounds for parts 3a and 3b are not signed, only

spoken. Again, the student will not learn to use signs in this

phase, but only to receptively understand the signs for the

command, "Say". However, extensive work in this phase is im-

portant so as to eventually develop speech with which to replace

the signs.

SIGNS FOR PHASE III

12. SPEAK/SAY/TELL - The index finger, pointing to the left, is held

before the mouth and rolls forward in a circular movement.

IDEA: Words proceeding from the mouth.

NOTE: Refer to Phase II for the signs "watch", "and", "you", and "do".
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4. Phases IV and V: Basic Receptive and Receptive Expansion Phases

As the trainer gives the various comnands in each of the parts in
these two phases ("Show me the ball," "Show me the baby's nose,"
"Go get the comb and the key," etc.) the signs are also given at
the same rate as the spoken command. As the key words are
emphasized orally, so should the signs for those words be empha-
sized (i.e., the 8 objects, the 4 room parts, the 4 body parts
and the 6 activities). However, the other signs in each command
sentence should also be :riven. The articles, "a", "an" and "the"
are not signed but the conjunction (and), the prepositions (in,
on), the verbs (show, go, get, jump, etc.) and all nouns (ball,
floor, etc.) and pronouns (me, your) are signed. Again, the
student will not learn to expressively use the signs in this phase
but he will learn the menaing of the words and signs he will Later
use in the expressive phases.

SIGNS FOR IV AND V

13. SHOW/DEMONSTRATE - Place the tip of the right index into the left
open hand which is facing out and move both hands forward.

14. ME - Point right index finger at yourself.

15. BABY - Place rigfit hand in crook of left arm as if rocking a
baby.

16. BALL - Cup both hands together, one palm facing down, other
palm facing up; quickly invert positions.

17. CAR/DRIVE - Hold an imaginary steering wheel as if driving.

18. COMB - Run spread fingers'through the hair.

19. HAT - Tap top of head several times with right open palm.

20. KEY - Place the knuckle of the crooked right index finger into
left palm and turn.

21. SHOES - Strike the sides of the "S" hands together several times.

22. SPOON - Using "h" hand shape of right hand, give it a scooping
action in open palm of left hand.

23. BOX - Hold both hands facing each other in front of you, then
move one on top of the other (step 2)

24. SIT/CHAIR - The right curved index and middle fingers are placed
crosswise on the left curved index and middle fingers,
both palms facing down.

IDEA: Right hand represents someone sitting on the chair.
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25. FLOOR - Hold both hands apart and flat over floor, bring

together.

26. TABLE - With palms down and together, move hands apart to outline

table top and drop hands down.

27. YOUR/YOURS - Face palm out, directing it outwards.

28. EYE - Point to the eye

29. HAIR - Take hold of a piece of hair with the foreginer and

thumb.

30. NOSE - Point to the nose.

31. TEETH - Open lips.and point to your teeth.

32. BOUNCE - Hold open hand facing flat and downwards, move rapidly

up and down as if bouncing a ball.

33. EAT - The "AND" hand is thrown lightly toward the open mouth

several times.

34. Jump

35. MARCH

- Place the right "V" in a standing position on the left

palm; lift the "V", bending the knuckles and return to

standing position. Repeat several times.

IDEA: Bending the knees in jumping.

- Place both bent hands before you, fingers separated and

palms facing down, right behind the left; swing the

fingers back and forth as both hands move forward.

IDEA: Indicating rows of soldiers marching.

36. ROLL - Hold the hands flat and facing yourself; move them

around each other in circles and extend away from self.

37. SIT/CHAIR The right curved index and middle fingers are placed

crosswise on the left curved index and middle fingers,

both palms facing down.

38. GO

39. GET

40. GIVE

IDEA: Right hand represents someone sitting on the chair.

Index fingers as they move forward, rotate around each

other (palms toward self).

IDEA: Fingers going away from the body.

Both open hands, right above the left and facing each

other are closed into fists, the right on top of the.left,

Both "AND" hands facirig .dawn are turned in-up-forward,

ending with palms open and facing up..(Sign can be

reversed and brought towards self if this meaning is

desired.)

IDEA: Giving something to someone.
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41. ME - Point index finger at yourself.

42. AND - Place the right hand before you, fingers spread apart
and pointing left (palm facing self), draw the hand to
the right, closing the tips.

43. PUT/MOVE - Place the open "AND" hands before you, palms down, and
lift them slightly, changing to the "AND" position as you
MOW them to the right and down (fingertips pointing
down all the while.)

IDEA: An object is lifted and placed.

44. ON - Palm of the right open hand is placed on the back of the
left open hand, both palms down.

IDEA: One hand on top of the other.

45. IN - Place the closed fingertips of the right hand into the
left cupped hand.

46. YOUR - Face palm out, directing it forward.

13.

SHOW/DEMONSTRATE

BABY

14.

ME

16.

BALL
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17.

CAR/DRIVE

19.

HAT

21.

SHOES

23.

138

18.

COMB

20.

KEY

22.

SPOON

24.

SIT/CHAIR
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YOUR

5. Phase VI and VII: Basic Expressive and Expressive Expansion Phases:

It is during these two phases that the student learns to sign
expressively. As the trainer asks the student the various questions
in these two phases, he/she also signs. However, because the
AMESLAN system does not sian word for word (but omits some words)
each command to be spoken and signed is listed below:

Part Words Spoken by Trainer Words Signed by Trainer

6a. "What is this.?" "What this?"

6b. "What is this?" (or that) 'What this?" or that)

6c. "What is this?" "What this?"

6d. "What did I do?" "What I do?"

6e. "What is in the box?" "What in box?"

7a. "What do you want?" "What you want?"

7b. 'Where is the 91, "Where ?"

7c. 'Whose is this?" 'Whose ?

7d. "Tell me what to do." "Tell me what do."

7e. "What is gone?" "What disappear (ed)?"
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Most of the spoken questions remain the same except for "Tell me
what to do." in.7d. which is used in place of "What do you want

Me to do?" The changes reflect not only the grammatical system of

ANESLAN but also its vocabulary. Therefore, all the "to be"

verbs and articles are not signed. The signs for "is" and "are"

are given if the trainer wants.to use them, or for the point at

which the student may be capable of expanding traditional com-
munication.

The student is taught how to answer the various questions with one-
Sign responses, using the signs for the 8 objects, 4 room parts,
4 body parts and 6 activities, plus the.sign for his awn name or
the sign for "mine" in part 7c. After the student learns the one-
sign responses he may be taught to give two and three sign re-
sponses (such as the signs for "my nose," "ball on chair," etc.).

Whenever a student does not respond with a sign, gives an in-
correct sign, or gives only a partially correct sign (when he can
correctly sign), then the motor imitative skills for the student
are used. That is, the trainer follows the signed and spoken
questions with a motor imitative prompt (also signed), "Watch
(attend) and you do." and gives the sign and words for the student
to imitate. Additional physical help is given only when the student
has difficulty copying the manual positions. A student can spend
additional training sessions in the motor imitation phase just
learning to imitate manual signs without connecting them mean-
ingfully to words. (During these training sessions, the trainer
still will say tha words and sign, "Watch and you do," give the sign
for the object and at the same time say the name of the object,
expecting the student to copy only the sign.)

SIGNS FOR PHASES VI AND VII

47. WHAT - Draw the right index downward across the left open palm.

48. IS

49. ARE

50. THIS

51. THAT

52. I

- The sign for the letter "i" is made in front of the
mouth and drawn away from the mouth.

- The sign for the letter "r" is made in front of the mouth
and drawn away from the mouth.

- Point with the right index finger to the palm of the left

hand making a small circular motion in the palm.

- Make the sign for the letter "y" with the right hand
and place it on the left palm.

- Make the sign for the letter "i" with the right hand in
front of the chest and draw the sign away from the chest.

53. DO/ACTIVITY- Place both hands forming the sign for the letter "c"
before you, palms down; move both hands to the right and
left several times.
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54. IN

55. BOX

56. YOU

-

- Place the closed fingertips of the right hand into the
left-Aland which forms the sign for the letter "c".

- Hold both hands facing each other in front of you, then
move one on top of the other (step 2).

- Point index finger out.

57. WANT - Place both hands palms upward and fingers curled in front
of chest and draw towards chest.

58. WHERE - Both open hands,palms up, are circled outwardly (right
hand clockwise and left hand counterclockwise).

59. WHOSE/WHO/ - Describe a circle around the pursed lips toward the left
WHOM with the index finger.

60. MY/MINE - Place palm on chest.

61. TELL/SPEAK/- The index finger, pointing to the left, is held before
SAY the mouth and rolls forward in a circular movement.

62. ME - Point index finger towards self.

63. DISAPPEAR/ -

GONE
Hold up both open "AND" hands, palms facing self and tips
pointing up; as the hands are drawn apart to the sides
pass the thumb along the fingertips, ending with an "A"
position in each hand.

47.

WHAT

ARE

50.

THIS
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59 .

4 61 .

WITOSE/UHO/WEOM

\

TELL/SPEAK/SAY

63 .

6 0 .

MY/MI NE

6 2 .

ME

1.

DISAPPEAR/GONE
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In addition to the special rules and suggestions for using signs with

the MLAP the trainer should also consult the suggestions listed in the

part-by-part description.

Additional signs are listed below in alphabetical order which may be

of use during language training.

64. GOOD - Touch the lips with the fingers of the right hand and
then move the right hand forward placing it palm up into

the palm of the left hand.

65. MONEY/TOKENS - Strike the left palm with the back of the right "AND"

hand several times.

66. NO - Hold up both flat palms facing outward and with wrists

of hands crossed then uncross wrists keeping hands in
same position.

67. YES - Hold the signed letter"s" before you, palm facing out,

and bend the wrist forward.

68. STUDENT'S NAME - Generally the first letter of the student's name is

signed in a position or with a motion that relates to a
physical characteristic of that student (for examPle,
a student named Jill who has long hair could be signed by

signing the letter "j" from the head down behind the
shoulder).

69. Manual alphabet used by the deaf of North America.

64.

66.

65.

67.
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69.

140--

K
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Manual Alphabet used by
the deaf of North America.
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Alphabetical ListinS of A/1 Sions Cross-Referenced 11 Their Title Number(s):

and - 9, 42
are - 49
attend, watch - 3, 8

baby - 15
ball - 16

bounce - 32
box - 23, 55

car, drive - 17
chair, sit, seat - 24
comb - 18

do - 11, 53
disappear, gone - 63

eat, food - 33
eye - 28

floor - 25

get - 39
give - 40
go - 38
good - 64

hair - 29
hat - 19

I - 52
in - 45, 54
is - 48

jump - 34

key - 20

at, watch - 4

march - 35
me - 5, 14, 41, 62
mine, my - 60
money, tokens - 65

name (of the student) - 68
no - 66.
nose - 30
now - 2
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on - 44

put, place, move - 43

roll (verb) - 36

say - 12
shoe - 21
show, demonstrate - 13
sit, seat, chair - 1, 37
spoon - 22

table - 26
teeth - 31
tell - 61
that - 51
this - 6, 50

want - 57
watch, attend - 3, 8
what - 47
where - 58
whose, whom, who - 59

yes - 67
you - 7, 10, 56
your, yours - 27, 46

7
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Appendix F
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Bricker, W. A. & Bricker, D. D. "A program of language training
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Child'ren, 1970, 37, 101-11. -
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Mongoloid Children. Champaign, Illinois: Research Press, 1971.

Curriculum Cumulative Progress Renort, Corvallis School District,
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Mental Health Section, 2470 Center Street, N.E., Salem, Oregon
97310.
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the Illinois Program. Danville, Illinois: The Interstate
Printers.& Publishers, Inc., 1972.
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Appendix G

Part 4d: Performing Activities

Footnote 1: Fefer to footnote 2: Receptive Expansion Phase. This

part (Part 4d) may be out of developmental sequence since performance of

activities through object manipulation appears to be more easily learned

than does p-2rformance of single verb-form commands. Therefore, if a

student does not make progress on this part the trainer may consider

discontinuing training part 4d. altogether. During the Receptive Expansion

Phase activities involving object manipulation would be trained in place

of Pard 4d. as developmentally more appropriate tasks. For example: "Push

the car;"-"Put on the hat;" "Shine the shoe;" "Rock the baby;" "Eat with

the spoon;" "Throw the ball;" rIci "Ring the bell."

Part 5: Recptive Expansion Phase

Footnote 2. Alternate training procedure suggestions are offered for

each part in the Receptive Expansion Phase as a result of communication with

L.R. Kent regarding recent application of the newly revised Language Acquisi-

tion Program (Kent, ]973) at Coldwater State Home and Training School in

Coldwater, Michigan. See asterisks following parts 4d, 5a, 5b, 5c, and 5d.

These suggestions may be especially valuable for the student whose per-

formance in this phase does not seem to be improving.

Part 5a: Giving the trainer two objects

Footnote 3. It appears that related pairs of objects.aremore easily

learned during this phase of the program. For example - shoe-sock, hat,

coat; comb, brush; spoon, bowl are all examples of commonly related pairs of

objects. The trainer may want to introduce, during phase 4a. training,

the additional object words which are related to those already trained

receptively in 4a. Training in 5a. would consist then of using only related

object pairs.
-

Part 5b: Putting an object on a room part

Footnote 4. It appears that performance of. activities more naturally
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related to room parts may be also more easily learned than teaching random

combinations of placing objects on rocm parts. For example: "Open the

door;" "Turn off the light;" "Wash the table;" "Set in the chair;" would

be more easily learned than "Put the hat on the chair." Therefore, the

trainer may want to introduce single additional room parts (e.g. light,

etc.) using 4b. trainin, procedure prior to training these nouns in

combination with a verb at the 5b. level.

Part 5c: Pointing to body parts: Possession -- student's or baby's

Footnote 5. It appears that performance of activities naturally relate

to body parts may be more easily learned during this phase than is posses-

sion with regard to body parts. For example: "Comb your hair." "Brush your

teeth;" "Wash your hands;" is more easily learned that is "Show me the baby's

nose," or "Show me Bobby's eye." Therefore, the trainer may want to intro-

duce single additional body parts (e.g. hands, etc.) using 4c. procedure

prior to training these nouns in combination with a verb at the 5c level.

Part 5d: Finding two objects (not visible).

Footnote 6. The same reasoning for suggested changes in part 5a. (see

footnote 3) would apply here. After a student has passed part 5a., giving

the trainer related pairs, training could begin in part 5th which would also

use related pairs.
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